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The Challenges facing medicine are significant — FROM
reducing health care disparities to restraining the cost of care — and too often the
stories in the media focus on these issues and neglect all of the positive and creative
ways medicine addresses the needs of society.
You will read about one of these
positive stories in this issue. “Soundly
Invested” (p. 30), describes how unleashing the creativity of the talented
students we are privileged to teach
at the Medical School can lead to remarkable results. In this example, the
seed of an innovative idea gets sown
by two first-year medical students and
nurtured further by the faculty who
sustain our outstanding entrepreneurial and educational environment —
from the Distributed Health Technologies Program to the Global Health
and Disparities Path of Excellence that
is part of the medical curriculum.
These students, at the outset of
their medical training, are helping
to build the future of health care.
They are developing new technology that will help physicians reach underserved
populations with serious chronic health needs. Together with their mentors, they
are employing creative problem-solving and engaging in resourceful fundraising.
Often we speak of collaboration and innovation as part of Michigan’s competitive
advantage. It is rewarding to see our students engaged in this way and it happens
every day. This is the future of medicine in action.

Published three times a year by the
U-M Medical School and the UMHS
Office of Development and Alumni
Relations, 1000 Oakbrook Dr., Suite 100,
Ann Arbor, MI 48104, 734-998-7705,
medicineatmichigan@umich.edu.
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Remembering John Alexander

Rapids, Michigan, then returned to the

cine at Michigan, resided with me at the

U-M for a residency in orthopaedic

interns and resident quarters in 1956-57.

surgery under Carl Badgley, M.D. He

We were both members of the Frederick

then came to Tucson as the second fully

A. Coller Surgical Society, and Ann and I

trained orthopaedic surgeon in Arizona

enjoyed a lifelong friendship with Bill and

in 1936.

his wife, Joan.

John Alexander was a friend of my

I thoroughly enjoyed the article on John

dad and, at the time, was in Silver City,

Alexander, M.D., thoracic surgeon at the

New Mexico, on a “Bradford Frame”

University of Michigan (“Unavoidable

under treatment for spinal tuberculo-

Conclusion,” fall 2012). It clearly explains

sis. My dad attended him every three

why my mother described him as a

or four months during the late 1930s,

great surgeon.

and I went with him on several of those

My mother, Jane Skillen, graduated

trips. I understood that John Alexander

from the University of Michigan Medical

had tuberculosis of the prostate as well

School in 1928. Over the years she re-

before he died.

peatedly told me how fortunate she was

I was a general surgery intern and

Bob Hastings, M.D.
(Residencies 1957, 1959)
Tuscon, Arizona
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to have studied under Dr. Alexander. The

resident under Frederick A. Coller, M.D.,

bulk of her career was spent running the

at the U-M from 1956-59. During that

surgery unit of Los Angeles’ Olive View

period I saw a patient in a surgery outpa-

to 1963) — will come together in

tuberculosis sanatorium. There, the

tient clinic whose old chart showed that

Ann Arbor to celebrate Reunion

procedures described in the article were

he had undergone a thoracic splanchni-

regularly performed. In the pre-antibiot-

cectomy by John Alexander for malig-

medicineatmichigan.org/reunion

ic days, these offered the best hope for

nant hypertension in the 1930s. He was

for more information, or contact

some patients.

without any evidence of hypertension

us at medevents@umich.edu or

My mother wrote of her medical
school days, “I loved medical school

when I saw him.

alumni (those who graduated prior

2013, October 3-5. Visit www.

734-998-7970.

As an aside, I met my wife, Ann,

and having my brain crammed full of

a U-M junior nursing student on her

new facts, new knowledge daily. It was a

surgical rotation, at one of Cameron

great privilege to be there.”

Haight’s long surgical procedures while

Ellen Skillen Alkon, M.D., M.P.H
Rolling Hills Estates, California

on the Thoracic Surgical TB Service. An
additional irony is that Bill Bailey, whose
obituary is in the same issue of Medi-

get the
medicine at
Michigan App

My dad, Bob Hastings Sr., graduated
from the U-M Medical School in 1928
and interned at the U-M Hospital in
1928-29. He did family practice in Elk

Letters to the editor may be sent to
rkrup@umich.edu or to 1000 Oakbrook
Dr., Suite 100, Ann Arbor, MI 48104,
and may be edited for clarity or length.

To opt-out of a print subscription to
Medicine at Michigan and instead
receive e-mail notification when a
new issue appears online, send an
e-mail with your name and address to
medicineatmichigan@umich.edu with
“opt-out of print” in the subject line.
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In the Lab

SEQ and
You Shall Find
Sequencing technology
helps U-M cancer team
pinpoint tumors’
weaknesses
Dan Robinson, Ph.D., is a portraitist.

But rather than rendering his subjects’
appearance in ink or acrylic, the postdoctoral fellow at the Michigan Center
for Translational Pathology works with

Dan Robinson

the microscopic building blocks of
genetic code to create detailed pictures
By comparing the billions of letters
in a tumor’s genetic signature to DNA
extracted from a patient’s blood, Robin-

“Recurrence is powerful evidence

important clues for diagnosing and at-

that a mutation is biologically func-

tacking similar cancers in the future.

tional,” Robinson says. “If they all share

As part of the center’s oncology

an anomaly, it’s likely that if you can

son and his colleagues can identify the

sequencing project, known as MI-

identify a therapy that’s directed at it, it

tiny changes and anomalies that give

ONCOSEQ — one of only a handful of

will have good effect across the range

rise to and fuel a patient’s cancer.

similar programs across the country —

of these cancers.”

“A theme that’s emerging is that

researchers recently identified a gene

The patient, whose samples were

we have disparate cancers that share

fusion that appears to be the instiga-

sequenced in 2011, was the fifth to par-

a genetic aberration that we wouldn’t

tor of a rare type of cancer known as

ticipate in the MI-ONCOSEQ program.

have known about otherwise,” says

solitary fibrous tumor.

Today the count is well over 100.

Robinson. “I’m a molecular biologist,

Their findings, published in Nature

“Genetic sequencing is extremely

so I have a molecular portrait of a

Genetics, helped to show that these

important with rare tumors,” says

cancer — and on that level it looks like

tumors, which can appear in different

oncologist Scott Schuetze, M.D., as-

other cancers that share the same

places on the body, are being driven

sociate professor of internal medicine

aberration.”

by the same mechanism — a fusion

at the U-M and co-author of the Nature

of the NAB2 and STAT6 genes. While,

Genetics study. “The sequencing helps

two ways. By sequencing the tumors of

unfortunately, there were no available

us to learn more about the disease that

patients whose cancers have failed to

treatments or trials to help the 44-year-

we can use to develop better treat-

respond to front-line therapies, patients

old patient in whom the fusion was first

ments or to help diagnose the cancer

can sometimes be matched with exist-

identified, when researchers examined

in others.”

ing treatments or clinical trials target-

50 other samples from the same type

ing a specific mutation. The research-

of tumor, they discovered the fusion in

the team included sequencing experts

ers are also discovering new types of

all of them.

Yi-Mi Wu, Ph.D., and Xuhong Cao, M.S.,

This information can be helpful in

4

genetic irregularities, which can provide
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Along with Robinson and Schuetze,

Daryl Marshke, Michigan photography

of individual tumors.

as well as bioinformaticists Shanker

shorter for patients who have exhaust-

Kalyana-Sundaram, Ph.D., and Robert

ed all other options and are waiting to

Lonigro, M.S., plus a number of other

find out if they’re a candidate for an

colleagues.

experimental treatment.

Recently, the center acquired some

“The technology is changing so

Research Points
to New Player in
Wound Healing

of the latest, next-generation sequenc-

fast,” says Robinson. “Just last year I

The question is not if you

ing equipment that will cut the process-

was happy with two weeks. It’s amaz-

prick us, will we bleed, but how will

ing time for many clinical samples

ing to think that the original reference

the body repair our skin? Rodent

from several weeks down to about 30

genome, which was completed in 2003,

studies have shown that hair fol-

hours — making the waiting time much

was a 10-year project.” —IAN DEMSKY

licles are a major contributor to the
generation of new skin cells. Yet,

martin vloet, michigan photography

Setting a Trap for Cancer Cells

although humans are practically
bald compared to most mice, our
wounds still close. Similarly, glands

As human blood flows over a glass plate in a lab at the U-M,

that contribute to healing in pigs,

individual cancer cells hitching a ride in the bloodstream stick to rough patches, just
nanometers deep, that have been etched into its surface.
The new technique developed by U-M engineering and medical researchers offers
a simple yet highly sensitive way to study circulating tumor cells, which are believed
to contribute to cancer’s ability to spread throughout the body. Unlike previous tests,
the capture method doesn’t require the cells to be a certain size or to express specific
surface proteins.
“Our collaboration exemplifies the innovation needed for the war against cancer
— team science from the lab all the way to the clinic,” says Sofia Merajver (M.D. 1987,
Residency 1993), Ph.D., professor of medical oncology.
When the scientists poured samples from cancer patients over the etched glass
plates, the nanorough surfaces captured an average of 88 percent to 95 percent of the
cancer cells — and may allow them to apprehend stealthy cancer stem cells that have
evaded other techniques. One of the first
uses for the technology will be to isolate live
circulating tumor cells to learn more about
their biological and physical properties.
“Understanding the physical behavior
and nature of these circulating tumor cells
will certainly help us better understand one
of the most difficult questions in cancer
biology — the metastatic cascade, that is,
how the disease spreads,” says Jianping Fu,
Ph.D., assistant professor of mechanical
engineering and of biomedical engineering, and a senior author of a paper on the
Sofia Merajver
technique. —ID

another common laboratory standin, are found only in our armpits
and nether regions.
A team of U-M researchers led
by Laure Rittié, Ph.D., research assistant professor of dermatology in
the Medical School, has discovered
that the secret has been right under our noses, or rather, our skin.
“There’s a good reason why
these glands are under-studied
— body eccrine sweat glands are
absent in the laboratory animals
commonly used for wound healing
research,” Rittié says.
Work that the team recently
published in the American Journal
of Pathology demonstrates the key
role our sweat glands play in making the cells that ultimately form a
new epidermis. And the matter is
more than academic. Better understanding the basic mechanisms of
skin repair lays the groundwork for
new treatments, especially in patients with difficult wounds caused
by diabetes or bed sores. —ID
5
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Listening to our Bodies

fellow student to survey classmates

U-M program will offer a rare opportunity for body
donors to share their stories with the medical
students who will dissect them

about their feelings toward their donors,
and, ultimately, to help launch a new
program that will allow those who donate their bodies to the school to leave
an accompanying video message.
The survey, published in Anatomical
Sciences Education in 2011, revealed

A dichotomy is evident even in

entire first year with a single donor,

that the vast majority of students

the way they speak about them, the

moving together unit by unit, system

wished it had been possible for them to

donors, the occasional slip from she

by system. In a certain sense, the

develop a more personal relationship

to it, the acknowledgment of names

students will come to know him or her

with their donors — with 50 percent

bestowed upon them, even though it’s

more intimately than anyone ever has.

rating the sentiment an 8 or higher on a

against the rules. Yet it’s a critical step

So, it’s only natural that the experience

scale of 1-10.

in the education of all first-year medical

contains an unofficial curriculum with

students to take apart a fellow human

lessons both in empathy and profes-

interviews could help bridge the chasm

being in pursuit of the foundational and

sional detachment.

between students and donor, and allow

experiential knowledge that they will rely
on for their entire careers.
“It’s quite a privilege to be invited by

“The very first incision is the hardest to make,” says second-year student
Clayton Pratt, recalling his initial intro-

Pratt and Bohl believe the video

students to understand the motivations
behind a body donor’s gift.
Last October, Bohl was the lead

somebody and their family to dissect

duction to the anatomy lab. “You still see

author of a second study, also pub-

their body for the sake of your own edu-

the person as a person.”

lished in Anatomical Sciences Educa-

cation,” says Michael Bohl (M.D. 2013).
At the U-M Medical School, groups
of six students will each spend their

It was this inherent tension — the

tion, which explored student and donor

twin impulses toward connection and

expectations toward a donor interview

distance — that prompted Bohl and a

program. Nearly three-quarters of
students and 81 percent of donors
reported that they would participate in
such a program if it existed. Notably,
the paper was the first to survey and report on donor perceptions about being
interviewed.
The majority of body donors who
toward the idea, with one donor even
offering to help promote the program.
Many reported that they would feel
more at ease with the donation process
knowing that their interview would accompany their gift. —IAN DEMSKY
To learn more about the Medical

Michael Bohl and Clayton Pratt
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School’s Anatomical Donation Program,
visit medatmich.org/BodyDonation.
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responded to the survey were warm

New Leader for
Health Equity and Inclusion
After a national search, Carmen R. Green, M.D. (Residency
1992), has been appointed as the Health System’s first associate vice president and
associate dean for health equity and inclusion.
Her research focuses on pain management outcomes, physician decisionmaking, and access to care — and has documented disparities due to age, race,
gender, and other factors across the lifespan. A national leader, her work has
transformed the understanding of health inequities and influenced public policy.
She has worked locally and nationally to develop and enhance the health sciences
pipeline for underrepresented minorities and women.
Green will lead Health System efforts to find and address inequities in care,
education, and research in Michigan and beyond, and to create an equitable
pathway for individuals entering health careers, especially those who are underrepresented in health care.
A graduate of Michigan State University’s College of Human Medicine, Green
did her residency and fellowship training in anesthesiology and pain medicine
at U-M, and joined the Medical School
faculty as an assistant professor in the Department of Anesthesiology. Today, Green
is a tenured professor of anesthesiology,
with joint appointments in the Medical
School’s Department of Obstetrics and
Gynecology and the School of Public
Health’s Department of Health ManageCarmen Green
ment and Policy. —KG

New Family Medicine
Chair Appointed
Longtime U-M physician
Philip Zazove, M.D., has been named
chair of the Medical School’s Department of Family Medicine.
A faculty member in the department for more
than 20 years,
Zazove began
his new position
as the George A.
Dean, M.D., Chair
of Family Medicine in December
2012.
“Dr. Zazove
has an exceptional record of

Philip Zazove

accomplishment
throughout his academic career at
the U-M,” says James O. Woolliscroft,
M.D., dean of the Medical School.
“His expertise and experience
are invaluable assets that will
contribute to the department’s
distinguished history of serving as
a model for primary care education
and research and improving the
health of our patients, their families,

left: Martin vloet, michigan photography
right: scott soderberg, michigan photography

and our communities,” he adds.
Zazove is also well-known for

Fire Destroys Student Run Free Clinic

his remarkable personal story
that led to becoming just the third
deaf doctor in the country. At age

Early on the morning of February 18, a fire ravaged the Student

four, in 1955, he was diagnosed as

Run Free Clinic in Pinckney, Michigan. The building was declared a total loss. A story

profoundly deaf — but his parents

on the clinic, run entirely by U-M medical students, appeared in the fall 2012 issue.

made a radical decision to keep

On April 20, the clinic reopened in the Old Pinckney Community Library and plans

him in mainstream education and

to relocate to new permanent quarters this summer. The clinic serves uninsured

encourage him to pursue his dream

Livingston County residents on Saturdays each week. To help the clinic relocate and

to be a doctor. —BM

resume its full potential, go to medatmich.org/UMclinic. —RK
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Seizing the
Seizures
Advanced technique to
pinpoint seizure source
helps musician get his
groove back
Musician Paul Skripnik didn’t
like to walk on the sidewalk. He mainly

Simon Glynn

stuck to the grass for fear he would
crash to the ground if a seizure unexing monitoring the electrical activity of

prevented the 29-year-old composer

his brain with sensors placed around his

the roughly 3,000 epilepsy patients who

from attending music school and even

head, and taking images with MRI and

turn to the U-M for care each year, and

from driving.

PET scanners.

the 100 who undergo surgery. The U-M

The tests, however, only provided a

team has earned the highest level of dis-

at the U-M, Skripnik kicked off 2013 by

general map of the seizures’ location. To

tinction from the National Association of

playing a concert of newly composed

pinpoint the exact source, doctors had

Epilepsy Centers.

music in Grand Rapids as he marked

to open Skripnik’s cranium and place an

nearly a year and a half seizure-free.

array of electrodes known as a grid over

head collected data about electrical

Skripnik was not only celebrating new-

two candidate areas — an advanced

activity in the two regions. This al-

found freedom, but also raising money

procedure available at only a small num-

lowed Oren Sagher, M.D., a professor of

for future epilepsy research.

ber of medical centers. Skripnik learned

neurological surgery at the U-M, who led

For a week, the grids in Skripnik’s
2

that the part of his brain that was gen-

the surgical team that performed both

fully to control his condition with medica-

erating his seizures was extremely close

operations, to zero in on a spot in the

tions, Skripnik came to the U-M to find

to areas that controlled his ability to play

musician’s left parietal lobe and remove

out whether he might be a candidate for

piano and percussion, not to mention

the smallest possible amount of brain

surgical intervention. A big part of the

other tasks requiring manual dexterity

tissue.

answer lay in figuring out what part of his

and higher brain function.

After years spent trying unsuccess-

brain was spawning the convulsions.
The source of every patient’s sei-

“With Paul, we were able to develop
a hypothesis of where to place the grids

Today Skripnik is not just back to
writing and playing music — being
seizure-free has changed his life.
“Living without seizures is a dream

zures is different, and the U-M epilepsy

for intracranial monitoring, and using

team uses a number of tools to find

them we were able to define a safe area

for all who experience epilepsy,” he

a patient’s seizure “focus,” explains

to resect,” says Glynn. “If we had not had

says. “My thinking skills, memory,

Simon Glynn, M.D., assistant profes-

such precise information, all of his com-

and faculty for music have improved

sor of neurology in the U-M Medical

posing and performing ability, even his

steadily since the operation. I am over-

School. Doctors homed in on Skripnik’s

language ability, would have been at risk

joyed to be rid of that part of my brain.”

seizures with a battery of tests, includ-

from the resection of the seizure focus.”

—KARA GAVIN

Medicine at Michigan
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Yet following successful treatment
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In choosing the U-M, Skripnik joined

pectedly struck. Living with epilepsy

Lowering Maternal
Mortality
Women in Africa are 250 times

Deadly Transplant Side
Effect Cut in Half

more likely to die from pregnancy
complications than women in North

A frequently deadly side effect of bone marrow transplants

America. And a leading cause of death in

known as graft-versus-host disease (GVHD) might be significantly reduced

areas without access to advanced care

using a new drug, researchers at the U-M Comprehensive Cancer Center

is postpartum hemorrhage.

have found. The findings are the culmination of more than eight years of

Although uterine compression to

laboratory and clinical research.

stanch bleeding is commonly taught, a

In the first study in patients, when the drug vorinostat was given along

recent U-M study conducted in Ghana

with standard treatments after a bone marrow transplant, only 21 percent

found that a two-person team approach

of patients developed GVHD. Typically, more than 40 percent of patients

is likely far superior to the standard,

acquire the condition.

single-provider technique.
Timothy R.B. Johnson, M.D. (Resi-

Vorinostat is already approved to treat certain types of cancer, but senior
study author Pavan Reddy, M.D., associate professor of internal medicine in

dency 1979), the Bates Professor of the

the U-M Medical School, found in the lab that the drug had anti-inflammatory

Diseases of Women and Children and

effects and reduced GVHD in experimental models. Researchers hypoth-

chair of the Department of Obstetrics

esized that it might be useful in preventing GVHD, a condition caused when

and Gynecology, and Pamela Andreatta,

donor T cells attack host tissues, including the skin, liver and gastrointestinal

Ph.D., an associate professor of medi-

tract.

cal education and ob/gyn, found that

“Graft-versus-host disease is the most serious complication from trans-

individuals working alone were unable to

plant that limits our ability to offer it more broadly. Current prevention

fully compress the uterus of a specialized

strategies have remained mostly unchanged over the past 20 years,” says the

simulator and became tired after about

study’s lead author Sung Choi, M.D. (Fellowship 2005), assistant professor of

two minutes. Meanwhile, pairs — one ap-

pediatrics at the U-M. “This study has us cautiously excited that there may

plying external pressure and one internal

be a potential new way to prevent this condition.”—NF

— were able to light and maintain all six
of the pressure-sensitive simulators’
lights for the full five-minute test.
“Our findings suggest that it may be
time to reconsider how the technique

left: eric bronson, michigan photography
right: File photo

is taught — from rural, low-income
settings up to advanced tertiary care
centers,” says Andreatta. She added
that further studies are needed to determine how well the teams can sustain
pressure not only for the recommended five to 30 minutes, but also for the
30 to 90 minutes that may be required
to transport a patient to the hospital
from a remote area.—ID

Pavan Reddy

Sung Choi
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Renoir, a Model for
Contemporary Arthritis Patients
French painter Pierre-Auguste Renoir is
celebrated as one of the greatest artists of the
modern era, but looking at his impressionistic
tableaus and charming portraits, one would never
guess that during the last 20 years of his productive career, he was plagued by rheumatoid arthritis. Ultimately the condition left him unable to pick
up a brush without help, but he didn’t let that stop
him from working.
In a recent issue of the journal Hand, research
associate Evan Kowalski and Kevin Chung, M.D.
(Residency 1994, M.P.H. 1997), the Charles B.
de Nancrede Professor of Surgery, argue that
Renoir’s physical and emotional coping strategies can serve as models for today’s
arthritis patients. “The mindset of the patient is a huge determinant for the way this
condition affects their life,” says Chung. “It is clear that Renoir’s strategies helped him
to stay positive and productive throughout his long struggle with arthritis.”
After he became wheelchair-bound, Renoir continued to work on large canvasses
using a system with a pulley to bring each section to his level. Renoir also embodied
some of the same emotional advice offered to patients today: accepting his increasing limitations, reclaiming control where he could, and reframing the situation to find
fulfillment.
“Renoir did everything in his power to prevent his impairment from turning into a
disability,” says Kowalski. —ID

Health Briefs
A muscle regulating protein called
troponin appears to be a powerful
predictor of heart attack and death
following non-cardiac surgery.
Calling it a “golden opportunity” to
reduce risk, U-M’s Vineet Chopra,
M.D. (M.S. 2011), assistant professor of internal medicine, and Kim
Eagle, M.D., director of the Cardiovascular Center, outline a strategy
in the Journal of Hospital Medicine
for using the marker to improve
outcomes.
medatmich.org/troponin
Friends and relatives of those with
bipolar disorder often say they can
hear changes in their loved one’s
voice that indicate an incipient
mood shift. Now researchers at the
U-M, armed with smartphones and
voice analysis software, hope to
quantify and map the patterns of
speech that may precede changes
detectable by the unaided ear. If
successful, the approach could

The discomfort associated with fibromyalgia may be caused by a
problem with the way the brain processes pain stimuli, U-M researchers are learning.
A recent study led by Richard E. Harris, Ph.D., assistant professor of anesthesiology
and research assistant professor in rheumatology, found that some people with fibromyalgia have a decrease in their brain’s opioid receptor binding and this was associated with an exaggerated brain response to pain. One consequence may be that these
patients are harder to treat with opioid painkillers — moreover, they may even be
made worse by taking them. “Although we have known for some time that the brain is
a key player in fibromyalgia, we are just now starting to learn about the role that this
10

disruption of pain regulation may play,” says Harris. —ID
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prediction and detection of the
mania and depression that are
the hallmarks of bipolar disorder.
The project is a collaboration
between Melvin McInnis, M.D., and
Masoud Kamali, M.D., from the
U-M Depression Center, and Zahi
Karam, Ph.D., and Emily Mowers
Provost, Ph.D., from the College of
Engineering.
medatmich.org/BPvoice

Pierre-Auguste Renoir, Self-Portrait (1910)

The Brain’s Role in Fibromyalgia

have significant implications for

michigan answers

on call
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Responding to an
‘Unprecedented’ Outbreak

Last September, as evidence mounted that a batch of steroids contaminated with
a potentially fatal black mold had been injected into thousands of patients across
the country, the CDC tapped infectious diseases specialist Carol A. Kauffman,
M.D., to be part of an expert panel tasked with figuring out how best to respond.
Chief of Infectious Diseases at the VA Ann Arbor Healthcare System and professor of internal medicine at the U-M, Kauffman helped establish guidance for
clinicians and co-authored a commentary about the outbreak for the New England
Journal of Medicine.
11
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on call

Q:

How were you involved with the

outbreak?

A:

On October 1, we had the first

Q: Why did the NEJM article call the

them — just like the pigment we have

outbreak ‘unprecedented’?

in our skin — and melanin is a virulence

A: Out of 14,000 people who received

factor. Exserohilum is a plant pathogen.

conference call involving six of us

the injections, there have been 745 cases

It’s happy as can be infecting plants.

whom the Centers for Disease Control

across 20 states resulting in 58 deaths.

But, obviously, it has the potential in

and Prevention had asked for help. I

More than a third — 264 cases — were in

the right circumstances — like being

study fungal infections for a living and

Michigan.* This has become the largest

injected into the body with a huge dose

so did the others on the call.

health-care-associated outbreak ever in

of steroids — to grow in humans. There

the U.S. The last similar outbreak hap-

are only a few previous case reports

dealing with a meningitis outbreak

pened a decade ago, when five people

of people who have had widely dis-

involving Aspergillus fumigatus —

were infected by contaminated steroids

seminated infections, and they were all

because the first case, which was

from a South Carolina compounding

immunosuppressed.

reported from Tennessee in late Sep-

pharmacy, leading to one death.

At that time we thought we were

however, that fungus only showed up

Q: Why is treating fungal infections

Q: What symptoms does it cause?
A: The first cases that were seen —

in that one case. It’s still a mystery

so difficult?

and in some places the only kind of cas-

tember, was Aspergillus. In the end,

how that happened.
But by then we already knew that

A:

Fungi are eukaryotes, like we are.

es that they saw — were meningitis, a

They have cell membranes, mitochon-

very serious infection of the membrane

all the contaminated material came

dria and endoplasmic reticulum, just

around the brain and spinal cord. Pa-

from one place, the New England

like we do. Bacteria are much simpler.

tients have terrible headaches, maybe

Compounding Center, and the CDC

It’s easier to kill bacteria and not hurt

some visual symptoms, sometimes sei-

had already started alerting state

the person carrying it because the

zures and neck pain. So the initial wave

health departments, who in turn

two organisms are so different. But

was meningitis. And then later, some of

alerted pain clinics to stop using the

the drugs that work against fungi have

these patients started complaining of

drugs.

negative side effects on our own cells.

back pain where they had their injec-

It became clear before too long that
Ann Arbor was going to be a hotbed

Q: What about the fungus involved in

for infections. As the number of cases

the outbreak, Exserohilum rostratum?

mounted, several of us from the U-M

A:

and VA Infectious Diseases Division

are a lot of molds that have melanin in

It’s a brown-black fungus. There

tion. When MRI scans were done, it was
found that they had abscesses at these
sites caused by the Exserohilum.
And the more they looked, the more
they found. Some of the patients

helped out by seeing patients at
Saint Joseph Mercy Hospital, which
treated the vast majority of Michigan
patients.
They set up special clinics, organized a system for screening people
to detect early infection, and brought
in a portable MRI machine.
They did a tremendous job. There
was one day when their emergency
department did more than 60 spinal
taps and at one point there were more
12

than 75 patients hospitalized.
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there have been 745 cases
across 20 states resulting in
58 deaths — 264 cases were
in Michigan.* This has become
the largest health-careassociated outbreak
ever in the U.S.

appointments, or doing housework
because she is so ill.
Not to mention the fact that both
of the drugs cost a huge amount
of money. The amphotericin B is
upwards of $500 a day. And that’s
every day for weeks. Voriconazole
costs as much as $2,000 a month.
A lot of insurance companies do not
pay for drugs taken in the outpatient
setting. Pfizer does have a compassionate program through which it
provides voriconazole for patients
whose medications are not covered
by insurance.

Q: How long do treatments last?
A: The minimum is about three
didn’t have any symptoms, but when

function. It is given every day, so it

months, but many patients will need

an MRI was performed, infections

requires a long hospitalization.

at least six months of therapy. If they

were found at the injection site.

have invasion of bone, it might be a

which patients can continue to take

everybody who had received the con-

after they leave the hospital. We knew

taminated drug because it was clear

that it had some side effects, but we

Q: What lessons has the outbreak

that one of our local pain clinics had

have seen a far greater number than

taught us?

received some of the most heavily

expected.

contaminated vials of steroid.

One major problem is that patients

year.

A:

On a national level, I think we

learned that compounding phar-

complain of visual symptoms: bright

macies should be regulated by the

lights, wavy lines. At higher doses,

federal government, not by the states.

visual hallucinations are common. In

The FDA needs to have oversight.

addition, a lot of people just say, “My

On a local level, we have learned

three-quarters of my time dealing

brain is foggy, I can’t make decisions,

how many resources are needed to

with side effects of the drugs and

I can’t drive a car.” Some of them will

effectively respond to an emergent

a quarter of the time dealing with

have that feeling for an hour, some

infectious disease, and we will hone

patients’ pain.

for six hours, some all day long. I’ve

our organizational skills in case

seen executives who say, “I get up in

something similar happens again. On

The first is amphotericin B, which

the morning early and get all of my

a personal level, we all have learned

has to be given by IV. It’s pretty toxic,

business done before 10 o’clock, when

what a devastating disease this is and

but is effective against many fungi.

I take my vori. After that I can’t make

have come to realize that we are far

Patients who get the drug frequently

major decisions.” I just saw somebody

from finished with this saga.

have fevers, chills, nausea and vomit-

whose husband lost his job because

ing, and they can also have problems

he has to be home taking care of

Interview by Ian Demsky

with their electrolytes and kidney

the kids, driving his wife to various

*Figures current as of June 10, 2013.

Q: How have patients and their families been affected?

A:

eric bronson, michigan photography

The other drug is voriconazole,

St. Joe set up a program to image

In the clinic, I probably spend

There are two drugs that we use.

[M]
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Looking Back

MILESTONES THAT MADE MEDICINE AT MICHIGAN

The Hospital(s) on Catherine Street
The sprawling compound and burgeoning medical specialties helped give rise
to a modern medical campus. By James Tobin
By the late 1880s, the temporary

14

wooden Pavilion Hospital had survived on the north side of the Diag for
nearly 15 years. That was long enough,
insisted President James B. Angell, for
the university to be housing contagious patients so close to a growing
population of students.
A new home was needed for
the university hospital, and 10 acres
were acquired on the northeastern
outskirts of town, near the Detroit
Observatory. There the sprawling
compound called the Catherine
Street Hospital arose, and the medical campus was born.
A planning committee visited
new hospitals in the East and came
back with a grand scheme that would
cost more than $200,000. But nothing like that amount could be raised,
and the planners had to settle for
an economy version — much to the
despair of a generation of doctors,
students, and patients.
The legislature gave $50,000 for
two buildings — one for the allopathic
Department of Medicine and Surgery,
the other for the Homeopathic Medical College — and the citizens of Ann
Arbor donated $25,000 more. The
buildings opened with 104 beds on
December 1, 1891.
“The heating, ventilating, lighting, and draining of the wards have

Medicine at Michigan

received the most careful attention,”
the university bragged in its publicity materials. “The laboratories are
equipped with all necessary apparatus for the scientific investigation of
disease, and the most perfect instruments for the use of the X-rays in
diagnosis are provided.”
Of all these innovations, the
ventilation system may have been the
most welcome, at least at first. Inspectors had been saying the smell inside
the Pavilion Hospital took them right
back to the pestilential field hospitals
of the Civil War.
Whatever the new buildings’
advantages over the old Pavilion
Hospital, they were still inadequate
to a growing city and a diversifying
medical profession. New specialties demanded new facilities, and
the new hospital had hardly opened
its doors before additions began to
sprout. Old structures were picked

up and moved. The buildings were
connected by ramshackle passageways, some of them exposed to the
weather. Bewildered visitors studied
signs and maps to find the Surgical Pavilion, the Palmer Ward for
pediatrics, the Contagious Hospital, the Otolaryngology Ward, the
Psychopathic Hospital, and others.
The Maternity Hospital occupied
one rambling frame house, the
Maternity Cottage another. The
U-M Dental School moved in. In
1900 the Homeopathic Department
moved to new quarters on North
University (the building now called
North Hall), whereupon its vacated
building on Catherine became the
new Surgical Ward. Eventually, the
compound comprised some 20 buildings with 400 beds.
More beds meant the ability to
treat more patients, of course, but it
also meant increased demand. Patients

The new hospital had hardly
opened its doors before
additions began to sprout.
Eventually, the compound
comprised some 20 buildings
with 400 beds.

Courtesy of the u-m bentley historical library

The Catherine Street Hospitals

now came to Ann Arbor from outside
of Washtenaw County, and if the
wards were full, the overflow patients
had to find quarters in the neighborhood’s boarding houses.
The hospital’s fees will strike
21st-century readers with wonder.
For in-state patients, the cost of “all
ordinary care and medicine” was
$1.50 per day in the wards, $2.10 per
day in a private room. Out-of-staters
paid half a dollar more. A patient
paid $35-50 for a “minor” operation,
$80 for abdominal surgery.
Pregnant women entering their
“confinement” paid $2.50 per week in
the Maternity Cottage. But regulations specified that they must “assist
with the housework, care for their
own rooms, help with plain sewing,
prepare vegetables, fruits, etc. ...” And
any woman who required surgery was
expected to bring a letter of consent
signed by her husband. What a single
woman was to do about this, or a
woman whose husband withheld
his permission for surgery, hospital
authorities did not say.
By the early years of the 20th century, wrote Reuben Peterson, M.D., a
faculty member and early historian of
the hospital, “the old Catherine Street
Hospital group … had become one
of the great teaching hospitals of the
country.” But this reputation was due
to faculty stars such as the pathologist

George Dock and the bacteriologist
Frederick Novy. The buildings themselves had deteriorated into “a most
shocking condition,” thanks largely
to a non-medical hospital superintendent who valued thrift above all
other virtues. The food was unbearable. “Piles of dirt [were] allowed to
accumulate in corridors, wards and
private rooms,” Peterson wrote, and
preventable infections were rampant
among patients and staff. Odors from
the dog laboratory pervaded the
lecture rooms.
In the face of outright scandal,
a committee of the medical faculty
overthrew the hospital’s non-medical
managers and waged a massive cleanup campaign. They replaced the
appallingly poor food service with
a new kitchen and bakery; hired
a hospital usher to establish an efficient system of admitting patients;
and covered dingy, dark walls with
sparkling white paint.
But the improvements couldn’t
untangle the hodge-podge of the
buildings themselves. Hospital
stores were crammed in a labyrinth
of basement rooms. Patients were
prepared for surgery in bathrooms.
There were no laboratories designed
for teaching. Students in the West
Medical Building sat on tiers of
rock-hard benches to watch operations that could be seen only from

the front rows. (When the administration later appealed to alumni for
donations to save the building, one
replied: “Sure, I will give 10 dollars
to preserve the old Medical Building. However, if you tear it down,
I will donate 25 for I have distinct
recollections of sitting on those
damn old seats.”)
By World War I, the inadequacy of the facilities on Catherine
Street had become painfully obvious
to all. The automobile industry was
turning Michigan into a prosperous
center of industry, and it was no
longer necessary to pinch pennies.
The expenditure for the original
Catherine Street buildings had been
$75,000. Now, nearly 30 years later,
plans took shape for a world-class
hospital that would be built for
roughly $4 million. It would open
its doors in 1925.
“To the members of the teaching
staff and the medical alumni who had
to put up with the inconveniences of
the old Catherine Street Hospital,”
Peterson later wrote, “the new hospital is still hardly believable.” [M]

Sources include the papers of University
Hospital and Reuben Peterson’s unpublished history of the hospital, both held by the
Bentley Historical Library; and Victor C.
Vaughan, A Doctor’s Memories (1926).
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O U R
U N S T A B
E L E
G E N O M
E
How the quest
to understand
humanity’s shifting
blueprint may
better arm us
to fight cancer
and prevent
birth defects
By Ian Demsky

16
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F A M O U S

proverb
holds that Persian carpets are perfectly imperfect, precisely
imprecise. Intentional flaws in the weave symbolize a belief
that true perfection is a quality reserved solely for the divine.
Likewise, we humans are all imperfect copies of our ideal
selves. For starters, within the billions of characters of DNA
code we inherit from our parents, we each have roughly 70
spontaneous, single-letter typos.
“There are mistakes all over our DNA,” says Sally A.
Camper, Ph.D., chair of the Department of Human Genetics
at the University of Michigan Medical School. “The average
person has dozens of tiny additions, deletions and changes in
their genome ranging from those single base pairs up to several
hundred kilobases — several hundred thousand base pairs.”
The vast majority of these microscopic misspellings have
no noticeable effect, like mortars falling harmlessly in the vast
hinterlands of our genetic geography. But these errors can
also strike vital targets in our genes and sow havoc, giving rise
to mutations that can cause cancer and birth defects — not
only in an individual, but also potentially in their children
and future generations.
“Our department and others across the medical school
have a lot of strength in the area of genomic instability research,” says Camper, the James V. Neel Collegiate Professor

18

division and create copy number variants — a recently discovered type of error that arises frequently in cancer cells and
that can lead to birth defects including autism, intellectual
deficiency, and psychiatric disorders.
Yet the more scientists learn about the genetic underpinnings of disease, the clearer it becomes how much we still
don’t know. About 40 percent of the children admitted to
the U-M’s C.S. Mott Children’s Hospital have underlying genetic defects. To-date there are about 3,000 human disorders
with a known genetic basis — and 4,000 candidates whose
precise origins remain a mystery. “It’s a really exciting time to
be a geneticist,” says Camper.

T H I N K

				
of the genome as an
encyclopedia containing the full blueprint for the human
animal. It’s divided into 23 volumes — chromosomes — written using only four characters: molecules abbreviated A, C,
G and T. Each tome, in turn, contains sequences of coded
instructions — genes — for the proteins behind thousands of
different human traits, from eye color to blood type.
With increasing clarity, however, researchers at the U-M
and around the world are coming to understand that this
text is far less stable than was
thought even a few years ago.
The vast majority of these microscopic
Advances in technology are
giving scientists’ explorations
misspellings have no noticeable effect, like mortars
revolutionary breadth and
falling harmlessly in the vast hinterlands of our
depth. Some of the larger
collaborations, like the 1000
genetic geography. But these errors can also strike
Genomes Project, involve
vital targets in our genes and sow havoc.
hundreds of researchers across
the globe.
“The reason for the many collaborators is that in the past
of Human Genetics and professor of internal medicine. Focouple of years the technology has changed such that we can
cusing on questions central to how cells maintain and protect
go and sequence entire genomes. This gives us an avalanche
the integrity of the human genome, U-M researchers are
of information that we didn’t have before,” says assistant
shedding light on a number of areas including mistakes that
professor Jeffrey M. Kidd, Ph.D., who was part of the 1000
occur when cells copy themselves, dysfunctions in the proGenomes Project and several other large-scale endeavors. “It
tective end caps of our chromosomes, and small, “jumping”
takes a lot of effort to just acquire the data and even more
genetic elements. This type of “discovery science” is groundeffort to make sense of it. In practice this means lots of work
ed in the basic human need to understand and illuminate
on the UNIX command line, lots of hard drives mailed
the workings of our world and our bodies, but it also aims to
around the world and lots of conference calls.”
better predict genetic risk, detect disorders earlier, and could
Last year, Kidd was the first author of a paper published
lead to the development of new therapies and treatments.
in the American Journal of Human Genetics that showed people
Research, for example, led by professor Thomas W.
with different ancestries have different degrees of variation
Glover, Ph.D., has shown that certain drugs can disrupt cell
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within their genomes, with African genomes being the most
diverse. The rest of humanity is more homogenous because
everyone else can be traced back to a small population that
migrated off the continent some 60,000 years ago. The
study also found, surprisingly, that while the proportion of
similarity and difference within the genetic code of people of
the same ancestry is consistent, it differs dramatically across
populations.
“The big questions we’re trying to answer involve
understanding how genomes change both within a species
as well as looking for variation across species,” Kidd says.
“There are specific regions of the genome that we know are
prone to undergo the type of rearrangements that affect human health. We’re working to understand why it happens
there — is it just by happenstance or is there some sort of
deeper long-term evolutionary process? My focus is to ask
questions mostly over evolutionary time, but some of these
variations are giving rise to disease right now, which is the
side of the coin that faculty in our department are working
on.”

G L O V E R

				
says there are
two reasons the topic of genomic instability should matter to
everyone: cancer and birth defects.
“It’s important to your kids and your grandkids and to
you,” he says. “With any kind of mutation there are going to
be environmental and genetic factors that increase risk. If we
can identify those on the environmental side we can avoid
them. As for the genetic factors, they’re important for understanding reproductive and disease risk. That’s the potential
payoff to all of this.”

Jeffrey Kidd

Just as takeoff and landing are the most dangerous times
for airline passengers, in our DNA, when things go awry,
they often happen when a cell is making a copy of its genetic
material as it divides to form a new cell. Until the advent
of new genomic technologies and next-generation DNA
sequencing, chromosome abnormalities were detected
under the microscope using a process known as karyotyping. Looking through the eyepiece, scientists were able to
see big anomalies, like whether there was an extra or missing
chromosome — a condition known as aneuploidy, the most
well-known result of which is Down syndrome — or large
structural changes within chromosomes.
For decades Glover has been studying “fragile sites,” hotspots
where DNA has a tendency to break when a cell is under
stress, or dividing rapidly, as in cancer. Lately, he has also become immersed in the newly discovered riddle of copy number variants (CNVs), which are tiny additions and deletions to
the genome too small to see using the old techniques, though
they can span many genes. They arise frequently in cancerous
cells and de novo CNVs — new variations seen in a child but
not in her parents — are also believed to be responsible for 10
to 15 percent of developmental disorders.
“We now know that these deletions and duplications that
are too small to see with a light microscope are surprisingly
common across populations and arise frequently by new
mutation — and we didn’t even know they existed until a few
years ago,” says Glover.
But it was when Glover and his colleagues decided to use
new technologies to examine the fragile site phenomenon
that they made a big discovery. The team grew a colony of
copies from a single human cell that was treated with a drug
known to induce fragile sites by stressing the cell and disturbing its replication. At that higher resolution, they saw lots of
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Thomas Glover

understand any potential risks to future generations,” he says.
It’s also important, he notes, for scientists to start identifying
other drugs and environmental contaminants that present
the greatest risk for CNV mutations.

C O P Y

			
number variants aren’t the
only genomic wrinkle U-M geneticists are investigating. John
V. Moran, Ph.D., the Gilbert S. Omenn Collegiate Professor
of Human Genetics and professor of internal medicine, is
studying a type of genetic element capable of “jumping” —
that is, copying-and-pasting itself into far-flung regions of the
genome. As a class of transposable elements, LINE-1s (Long
INterspersed Element-1s, or L1s for short) make up about 17
percent of the human genome, but only a tiny subset are still
capable of moving.
“It had long been thought that L1s were molecular fossils,
that they were incapable of moving to new locations,” Moran
says. “That view changed decidedly in 1988 when my postdoctoral mentor, Dr. Haig Kazazian, discovered mutagenic
L1 insertions in two different patients with hemophilia A,
disrupting the factor VIII gene which is very important for
blood clotting. These data showed that L1s are still capable of
jumping to new genomic locations and have the potential to
mutate genes, leading to human disease.”
Twenty-five years later, L1-mediated jumping events have
been estimated to be involved in roughly 1 in every 250
disease-causing mutations. Along with hemophilia, the phenomenon has been linked to Duchenne muscular dystrophy
and colon cancer.
Moran’s lab is delving into how L1s move to new genomic locations, what impacts they have on the human genome

scott soderberg, michigan photography
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new little deletions and duplications not only at the fragile
sites but all across the genome — about three per cell.
“I immediately realized that they were identical to a major
type of CNV,” recalls Glover. “And we found that if you
perturb replication you can recreate them. This suggests our
DNA replication processes are frequently being disturbed
and redirected in ways we don’t yet fully understand.
“Yet, despite their importance, we know very little about
the mechanisms that give rise to most CNVs and almost
nothing about their risk factors,” he adds. “So that is the
focus of our research.”
The search for answers was kick-started by a 2009 stimulus
grant from the National Institute of Environmental Health
Sciences. One goal was to see whether hydroxyurea, a
replication-inhibiting drug used to treat patients with sickle
cell anemia and some cancers, similarly induced CNVs in cell
cultures. It did.
“We found that hydroxyurea a creates the same genetic
signatures that we see in a large number of human patients
with disorders caused by CNVs,” says Glover, who worked
closely on the project with Thomas E. Wilson, M.D., Ph.D.,
associate professor of pathology and human genetics, and human genetics research investigator Martin Arlt, Ph.D.
There are three ways in which such mutations could be
harmful to people. First, they might cause dividing body cells
to become cancerous; though hydroxyurea has been used to
treat patients for decades and studies so far have not found
an increased risk of cancer, Glover notes. Second, mutations
occurring during fetal development might cause birth defects
if the drug is taken during pregnancy, a known risk with
hydroxyurea. Third, they might results in what are called
germline mutations, a mutation in a cell that will ultimately
become a sperm or egg. For men, mutations in cells leading
to sperm could lead to birth defects in his children. However, all the eggs a woman will ever have are primarily formed
before birth — so if a pregnant woman is exposed to an agent
that causes CNV mutations in the cells that form the eggs of
her unborn daughter, those effects wouldn’t become evident
until the daughter had children of her own.
“In other words, they would show up in the grandchildren
of the exposed female,” says Glover. He currently has a new
grant from the NIEHS to look at such generational effects
from hydroxyurea in mice — a slow and expensive process,
but one which could have major health implications for millions being treated for sickle cell disease worldwide.
“While hydroxyurea is an effective and highly beneficial drug for many thousands of people, it is important to

John Moran

Catherine Keegan

and don’t survive past birth. We’ve been interested in figuring out how this defect in the telomere protein causes the
defects that we see in the mice.”
New understandings gleaned in the laboratory are starting
to have meaning on the clinical side as well, says Keegan.
Investigation of rare genetic mutations can provide a valuable
opportunity both to better understand complex biological processes and to help families get answers and end their
“diagnostic odysseys.”
“I was just at a grant review meeting where there was a
proposal to study a rare disease and someone brought up,
Investigation of rare genetic mutations can provide
‘Well this isn’t exactly a public
health concern,’ ” Keegan
a valuable opportunity both to better understand
says. “But that’s not the point.
complex biological processes and to help families get The point is that we learn so
much from these patients. It’s
answers and end their “diagnostic odysseys.”
really fascinating that we can
say, ‘Now we know that this
particular gene causes this set of features in a child, and we
each chromosome and help protect it — similar to a plastic
can use that information to better understand the underlyaglet at the tip of a shoelace.
ing developmental pathways.’
“We’re really just starting to learn about how telomeres are
“Having an answer actually is helpful to the family,”
important in a condition called dyskeratosis congenita, an inKeegan continues. “If we can find an explanation, we can
herited bone marrow failure syndrome,” says Keegan, whose
help them work through the risks for future pregnancies.
doctoral research was done in Camper’s lab. “We’re working
There also may be other known medical problems that child
with a mouse model that has a defective telomere protein.
is at risk for that we can then help to head off. Even if there’s
“On some strains the mice with the mutation live and
no available treatment, I think many parents feel like, ‘OK
have features that resemble dyskeratosis congenita — innow I can move on from trying to find the answer and focus
cluding poor growth, abnormal skin pigmentation, and
on doing what I can do to help my child.’ ” [M]
defects in the function of hematopoietic stem cells, which
give rise to blood and immune cells. On other strains, the
Read more about the department’s research into cancer, birth defects
mice have congenital deformities of the lower spine that
and other topics at medatmich.org/HumGen.
mimic a condition known as caudal regression syndrome

LEFT: FILE PHOTO
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and gene expression, and what built-in defense mechanisms
may have evolved to suppress such an inherently destabilizing process.
“There’s probably an evolutionary arms race going on
between the host and the transposable element, which left to
its own devices, might jump as much as it can,” Moran adds.
Meanwhile, Catherine Keegan (M.D. and Ph.D. 1996),
associate professor of pediatrics and human genetics, is studying the role telomere disorders may play in birth defects.
Telomeres are repetitive sections of DNA that cap the end of
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Beast of
Burden

As health care costs —
led by Medicare —
continue to soar,
the U-M helps pioneer
accountable care
by Sally Pobojewski

Medicine at Michigan

“Now physicians are
being held accountable. We have to take
responsibility for all
our patients whether
they are in front of
us or at home. That’s
a new paradigm and it
requires new system
development.”

the widespread implementation of ACOs will drive changes
in how medicine is practiced, as well as how it’s paid for, according to Spahlinger.
“Medicine will move from what it is now — mostly physician groups of six or less — to large multi-specialty physician groups,” predicts Spahlinger. “There will be an intense
focus on costs and what works versus what doesn’t work.
There will be more accountability for performance in outcomes and quality with public reporting of how physicians
and organizations are doing. Physicians are going to have to
be accountable to their patients, but also to society. It will
be a challenge to make sure we find a way to do this without
abandoning our advocacy role for patients.”
Accountable care organizations are a new concept in
health care. The first ACOs for Medicare beneficiaries were
approved by CMS on January 1, 2012. One year later, CMS
approved 106 more Medicare ACOs, bringing the total
number to 250 nationwide. Meanwhile, private insurance
firms have been scrambling to create their own versions of
accountable care organizations.
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Medicare is the 800-pound gorilla in the waiting room of
health care reform. Health care costs are going up for everyone, but Medicare covers 50 million Americans — more than
any other single insurer. In 2009, total health care spending
for Medicare beneficiaries exceeded $471 billion, and since
then the numbers in the federal budget’s line item for Medicare have continued to increase.
As people get older, they are more likely to develop
chronic medical conditions like diabetes, hypertension, heart
disease or Alzheimer’s disease, which can be difficult and
expensive to treat.
Plus the number of people on Medicare goes up every day,
as more and more baby boomers reach age 65. So it’s no wonder that increased Medicare spending has become a target for
politicians and media pundits who blame escalating health
care costs for the country’s economic woes.
“The problem is that we are spending 18 percent of the
nation’s gross domestic product on health care,” says David
Spahlinger, M.D., senior associate dean for clinical affairs,
associate professor of internal medicine and executive director of the Medical School’s Faculty Group Practice. “People
wouldn’t complain if they were spending 18 percent of their
own income on cars, but 50 percent of the health care bill is
paid by the government. As health care expenditures keep
growing, they push out other programs like transportation,
education, research and defense.”
There’s no consensus on how to fix Medicare, but everyone agrees something has to change.
Some want the federal government to get out of the health
care business entirely. Others support higher out-of-pocket
costs for Medicare beneficiaries or raising the eligibility age.
Cutting fees for services provided by hospitals and physicians is a popular quick fix. Meanwhile, the two groups most
directly affected — doctors and their patients — are caught in
the middle.
The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services, or CMS,
is the federal agency that manages the Medicare, Medicaid
and Children’s Health Insurance programs. With a mandate
from the 2010 Affordable Care Act, CMS is experimenting
with new models to pay physicians for providing medical
care to Medicare beneficiaries. CMS calls them Accountable
Care Organizations, or ACOs.
Most Americans have never heard of ACOs, but they
are a hot topic among health care providers and administrators. It’s too soon to know how successful ACOs will be at
what economists call “bending the cost curve” or flattening
the upward trajectory of health care costs. But if they work,

David Spahlinger
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Accountable for system quality

So what are ACOs and why are they so popular?
Depending on whom you ask, ACOs are: 1) a way to
improve the quality of medical care, 2) a cost-effective care
delivery model that saves money by eliminating unnecessary tests and services, 3) a radical transformation in how
health care providers will be paid by insurers, or 4) all of
the above.
The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services defines
an ACO as “a group of doctors, hospitals and health care
providers who work together to provide coordinated highquality care to Medicare patients.” ACOs are populationbased, meaning that success is defined as ensuring that all the
Medicare patients assigned to an ACO remain as healthy as
possible — preventing the need for costly hospital or emergency room visits.

There are financial incentives for physician group practices that join a Medicare ACO. If the group practice meets
CMS-defined quality standards of care for its Medicare patients, while reducing the total cost of care for those patients,
CMS shares part of the cost savings with the group practice
by sending it back as a rebate.
To understand why ACOs are such a big deal, it helps to
know how CMS currently pays physicians. It’s basically the
same fee-for-service system that was established when Medicare was created in 1965. CMS sets fees for everything from
an office visit to open heart surgery and physicians are paid
after they provide the service. The more tests and services a
physician provides, the more he or she gets paid by Medicare.
The fee-for-service model doesn’t match how modern
medicine is changing — from an emphasis on curing sick
people to one that focuses on preventing people from getting
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sick in the first place, or managing the progression of chronic
disease so people don’t end up in the hospital.
“The American health care system was set up as an acute
care system — taking care of illness as it comes to your office
door,” says Spahlinger. “Quality used to be measured by the
technical expertise and interpersonal skills of the physician.
You come in with a problem and I tell you what to do about
it. But I’m not responsible unless you come in to see me.
“Now physicians are being held accountable for what I
call ‘system quality,’ ” explains Spahlinger. “Are we contacting
patients to make sure they come in for a cholesterol check

Medicine at Michigan

or to get their flu vaccine? Are we reminding women to get
mammograms? We have to take responsibility for all our
patients whether they are in front of us or at home. That’s a
new paradigm and it requires new system development.”

A different kind of medicine

Medicare’s fee-for-service payments don’t cover the cost of
hiring more staff or investing in an electronic medical record
system to keep track of the preventive care needs of thousands
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Donna Fox

“Patients dealing
with serious illness
deserve a doctor who
will sit down and explain the treatment
and the likelihood of
success,answer questions and help make
medical decisions. But
that’s a different kind
of medicine than we
grew up with.”

of patients. Medicare doesn’t cover the cost of time doctors
spend counseling patients about the pros and cons of different treatment options, or helping patients and families make
emotional end-of-life decisions. That’s difficult to fit into the
typical 15-minutes allowed for a standard clinic visit today.
“Patients dealing with serious illness deserve a doctor
who will sit down and explain the treatment and the likelihood of success, answer questions and help make medical
decisions,” says Spahlinger. “But that’s a different kind of
medicine than we grew up with. It requires a different kind
of investment in primary care and the infrastructure required
to fulfill that role.”
To help fund this infrastructure, some ACOs will divide
physician fees into a prospective or lump sum payment in
advance with a smaller fee-for-service payment afterwards.
Physicians also may choose to use their shared savings rebates
to hire more staff or develop new care initiatives.
ACOs are not for everyone. They require more planning
and communication among physicians, more record-keeping

and reports, and more awareness of the cost of tests and procedures. It helps to have experience with how the system works.
The U-M Faculty Group Practice has more than eight
years of experience with ACOs. The FGP was one of 10
physician groups in the country chosen in 2005 to participate
in a CMS pilot program called the Medicare Physician Group
Practice Demonstration.
“We thought the world was headed in the direction
of population management and we wanted to develop the
capabilities we would need to compete,” says Spahlinger, explaining why the U-M physicians’ group decided to set aside
$400,000 for each year of the five-year project.
Although Spahlinger says the Faculty Group Practice
did not expect a return on its investment, UMHS physicians
ended up saving Medicare more than $22 million on the expected costs of care for about 20,000 fee-for-service Medicare
beneficiaries. The FGP was one of only two physician groups
in the country to receive a shared savings rebate from CMS
for reducing anticipated Medicare costs and meeting CMS
quality measures during the five-year demonstration project.
Spahlinger is hesitant to say exactly why U-M physicians
succeeded when others did not, but he does point to several
changes instituted by the Faculty Group Practice during the
project.
“We focused on transitions of care,” he says. “We started
a call-back program for patients after they left the hospital
or the emergency room. In about 30 percent of the calls to
patients discharged from the hospital and about 20 percent of
calls to people discharged from the ER, we found a significant issue with medication or lack of follow-up care that
could have sent the patient back to the hospital or the ER.”
In September 2012, physicians affiliated with the Dartmouth Institute for Health Policy and Clinical Practice
published, in the Journal of the American Medical Association,
a comparative study of spending differences among the 10
organizations that participated in the Physician Group Demonstration Project. While overall savings to Medicare were
described as “modest,” the experts did find significant savings
in costs of caring for dual-eligible beneficiaries covered under
both Medicare and Medicaid.
“Dual-eligible patients are typically the most expensive
and high resource-utilizing patients,” says Spahlinger. “They
often are disabled with multiple chronic physical or mental
illnesses and they often are poor with significant social needs
and lack of a social support system.”
Caring for patients with these special needs requires high
levels of long-term support and hands-on staff services. So,
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the FGP created a new program called the Complex Care
Management Program.
CCMP currently has about 150 patients, according to
Donna Fox, the program’s manager. “Most are between 30
and 60 years old, poor and unemployed with little or no
family support,” says Fox. “They usually have several chronic
physical and mental diseases. They often live in subsidized
housing or are homeless, and utilize community resources
and food banks to survive.”
The program currently has eight staff members — nurses,
social workers and paraprofessionals — who attend medical
appointments with patients to serve as a go-between and interpreter. Working with community health agencies, CCMP
staff help patients get cell phones and transportation to and
from appointments, encourage patients to stay on their
medications, and help manage behavior problems.
“These patients stay on our service indefinitely,” says Fox.
“Our role is to try to help them get the medical care they
need without using the health care system inappropriately.”

More than cutting costs
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Based on its initial success with the Medicare demonstration project, the Faculty Group Practice executive board
decided to apply for one of the first Medicare ACOs to be
approved by CMS in 2012. Thirty-two physician practice
groups nationwide were selected for what CMS calls its
Pioneer ACOs. Physicians from the U-M Health System
partnered with physicians from IHA Health Services, a
multi-specialty group practice in southeast Michigan, to
create the UMHS/IHA Pioneer ACO, serving about 22,000
Medicare beneficiaries.
In January 2013, CMS approved another U-M-affiliated
ACO called the Physician Organization of Michigan, or
POM ACO, which includes U-M specialty physicians and
primary care physicians from nine physician practice groups
throughout Michigan. POM ACO is expected to care for
about 82,000 Medicare patients.
To manage the UMHS/IHA Pioneer ACO — along
with other ACOs involving Health System physicians — the
Faculty Group Practice created a new Population Health
Program Office under the direction of Timothy Peterson,
M.D., an assistant professor of emergency medicine.
Participation in a Medicare ACO is completely voluntary, Peterson explains. Physicians continue receiving their
standard fee-for-service reimbursement from Medicare, and
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The U-M Faculty Group
Practice was one of 10
physician groups in
the country chosen in
2005 to participate in
a Center for Medicare
and Medicaid Services
pilot program. Health
System physicians saved
Medicare more than $22
million on the expected
costs of care for about
20,000 fee-for-service
Medicare beneficiaries.

patients are free to obtain their medical care from any physician, specialist or group practice they prefer. CMS requires
that Medicare patients receive written notification, and have
an opportunity to opt out, of any ACO their physician joins.
“I imagine there are many primary care physicians out
in the community who have questions about whether to
do this in the first place,” says Peterson. “But by joining an
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ACO now, group practices could learn what works and what
doesn’t work while ACOs are still in the experimental phase.
Getting involved now creates an opportunity to shape the
program in the future so it works best for patients and doctors alike.”
Peterson says ACOs must be about more than just cutting costs, because unlike health maintenance organizations,
patients are free to move to another doctor or clinic anytime.
“If we approach it from a purely financial standpoint,
that won’t make us attractive to patients in the long run,”
he says. “Ultimately, our goal is to serve all our patients in
the best way possible. In order to do that, we need to make

money to grow as an organization.
But the patient always comes first.
When we talk about lowering costs
and providing more efficient care, it’s
not about limiting care our patients’
need. It’s about improving communication between the primary care
physician and specialists, so we aren’t
duplicating care and ramping up unnecessary costs.”
The U-M Health System/IHA
Pioneer ACO has just completed
its first year of operation and it’s too
soon to say what changes patients
will see in the future, according to
Peterson. He says it will be up to the
ACO’s care providers — physicians,
nurses, case managers and care navigators — to identify patient needs
and design solutions for them.
Some changes currently under
consideration include: stocking
equipment and medications in the
clinic, so primary care physicians can
treat flare-ups of chronic diseases
immediately, instead of having to
send patients to the emergency
room; creating more home nursing
and specialized support programs, so
patients can receive follow-up care
at home or in the clinic, avoiding
expensive repeat hospitalizations or
Timothy Peterson
another trip to the ER; and developing new IT systems, so all physicians
involved in a patient’s care will have
immediate access to test results —
eliminating the need for duplicate tests and repeated procedures that drive up Medicare costs.
Only one thing is certain. Everything about how we
deliver and pay for health care in America is about to change.
“We have reached a critical point in this country and
need to figure out how we are going to change the way we
deliver health care,” adds Peterson. “In five to 10 years, the
landscape of health care financing will be very different. I
don’t think anybody knows exactly where we are headed,
but we do know is that it’s not going to be the same as it
is today.” [M]
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Students’
innovation
could
improve
care for
patients
with lung
disorders,
even from
afar
by WHITLEY HILL

Matt Christensen,
Clay Bavinger and
Fred Howard with
the vest prototype
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says Bavinger. “Lung sounds aren’t typically recorded, so it’s
difficult to hear how they change over time. But also, what
if there were microphones all over the chest? That’s a bit of a
new idea; lung sounds are typically heard in one location at
a time.”
But Bavinger didn’t stop there. Could the microphones
be worn? Like a vest? And if so, why couldn’t they be worn
in a patient’s home — say during a mild asthma attack or
a bout of bronchitis — and have the recorded sounds be
transmitted to a specialist 100 miles away, or anywhere in the
world?
As the saying goes — and anyone with an iPhone
knows — we have the technology. With the right tweaking,
Bavinger thought he might be able to come up with a device
that could revolutionize one of the most common procedures in medicine.

E

ven at that early stage, Bavinger knew he lacked
the technology and computer skills to make his
concept a reality. Over dinner one night at Phi Rho
Sigma, a medical fraternity near the Medical School,
he pitched the idea to his friend and fellow firstyear student Fred Howard, who has a degree in computer
technology.
Howard signed on. They’d do their
summer research program together and
with any luck emerge with a working
prototype: a wearable device that could
accurately transmit and record sounds
from different areas of the chest.
Excited, Bavinger began looking
for a faculty advisor. He reached out
to David Burke, M.D., a professor of
genetics who also heads a new U-M
program called Distributed Health
Technologies.
“In a nutshell,” explains Burke,
“Distributed Health Technologies is
looking for low-cost, easy-to-manufacture technologies that can be easily
distributed to help people manage their
health care.”
In his initial meetings with Bavinger,
and later Howard, Burke helped them
develop the idea. “We worked on it
together until it became a project that
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or many U-M medical students, the thrill of having successfully completed their first year doesn’t
translate into any kind of permission to — dare it be
uttered —relax. Instead, they take a breath, regroup,
then ride their new and bristling knowledge right
into a summer filled with research, courtesy of the Medical
School’s Summer Biomedical Research Programs.
If their project is chosen — proposed research can be basic
science, clinical, or a combination — students receive a stipend
and then dive into 10 weeks of funded, mentored research. For
nearly all of them, it’s the first step into the world of academic
research in medical science. Many students gravitate toward
analyzing data, or suggesting new models for clinical care.
But Clay Bavinger had a different idea. He’d spent two
“gap years” at Stanford, where he’d earned his undergraduate
degree, crunching numbers and interpreting health policy
data — valuable work, but ephemeral. This time, he wanted
to build something he could hold in his hands. But what?
He decided to take a medical procedure that is practiced
millions of times a day, all over the globe, and put a new,
practical spin on it.
Take a deep breath. Another. Now breathe normally …
“The motivation for my project was to capture quality
lung sounds in a way that’s never really been done before,”

Lung vest prototype

was doable. You can think about a lot of projects but can you
do them?”
As the summer of 2012 approached, Bavinger and Howard began to think they could. But before they started, they
learned of another opportunity: the U-M’s Global Health
and Disparities Path of Excellence Program.
Also aimed at medical students in their first and second
years, the Global Health and Disparities Path has a more
specific mission: to address the dramatic health and health
care inequities in the United States and across the globe. It’s
designed to be a first step for those medical students who are
considering a career in this area. Bavinger was intrigued.
“I worked on a few projects during my job after college
that concerned global health outcomes, so I had real interest
in global health and disparities,” he says. “When the application deadline came around in February of 2012, I decided
there was just no way I could skip out on this program.”
In fact, the chest sounds device project seemed tailormade for a global health focus. A bonus was that the learning environment of the Paths of Excellence Program would

allow the project to continue on into Bavinger and Howard’s
second year.
When classes ended in the spring of 2012, the pair
began work on the device as their summer biomedical
research project.
Howard points out that electronic stethoscopes already
exist, but they cost upwards of $300 and record only one
place on the body.
“The unique part of our project is the concurrency —
the fact that multiple lung sounds are recorded at once,” says
Howard. “We had to find a way to record good quality lung
sounds with a microphone in the cheapest way possible.”
Howard decided on unidirectional “electret” microphones, each a bit smaller than a penny, then Bavinger
figured out how to use a basic sewing machine and stitched
the microphones into a tight-fitting, elastic “vest.” After
many weeks of trial and error — listening to their own lungs
and roping their friends in when possible — they began to get
good results: clear, recordable sounds from multiple areas of
the chest.
“The sounds right now are recorded onto a computer,”
says Howard. “The interface has a layout to the patient’s chest
and you can click on areas you want to hear and highlight
certain sounds.”

Brent Williams
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om Sisson (M.D. 1992, Residency 1995, Fellowship
1998), a U-M pulmonologist, served as Bavinger
and Howard’s clinical advisor. The three of them sat
down to think creatively about how such a device
could be used, in the clinic and beyond.
The trio realized that the vest could offer improved
access and quality of care for patients with chronic medical
conditions, such as asthma, that disproportionately impact
low-income populations. Patients far from a medical center
could record chest sounds at home, then transmit the audio
files to a specialist who could interpret the data and start on a
proper course of action. The device could also provide an additional resource for students who are learning to recognize
the sounds of chronic disease.
“We initially thought about asthmatics,” recalls Sisson.
“Asthma can vary from day to day and hour to hour, depending on what triggers a patient has been exposed to. And
patients are notoriously bad judges of how severe the obstruction in their lungs is. Some are hyperperceivers; others are very
poor perceivers of how severe their disease is. This might be a
way for patients to monitor themselves, and to provide access

to patients who don’t already have access. If
a patient could record multiple areas of the
lungs by putting on a vest and taking a few
breaths, that could be a powerful tool.”
Last fall, Sisson invited Bavinger
and Howard into his clinic and tried the
device on two patients who volunteered
to help. The vest worked exactly as they’d
hoped.
Still, Sisson cautions that the project
is in its infancy and there are many details
to be worked out and questions to be answered. For example, accuracy in interpreting breath sounds depends, in part, on how
deeply the patient is breathing. How would
that be standardized?
Nonetheless, he says, he is happy
to help students who are experiencing
research for the first time. “As the project
evolves, they’ll see where the pitfalls are
and learn from them. They’ll redirect and
make new hypotheses. This could potentially be quite useful. I’m excited to see
how it turns out.”
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“Lung sounds
aren’t
typically
recorded, so
it’s difficult
to hear how
they change
over time. But
also, what if
there were
microphones
all over the
chest? Lung
sounds are
typically
heard in one
location at a
time.”

nter Verizon Wireless.
In early 2012, the media juggernaut approached the Health
System Development Office inquiring about
programs and projects at Michigan that were addressing disparities in health care through the development
of innovative technologies. The company was particularly
interested in health care disparities here in the United
States. Development staff told Verizon about U-M’s Global
Health and Disparities Path of Excellence.
Brent Williams, M.D., an associate professor of internal
medicine and director of the Path of Excellence, worked with
UMHS Development, along with Bavinger and Howard, to
apply for the Verizon funding, citing the lung sounds project
as a perfect example of the intersecting themes the company
hoped to support. In the fall of 2012, the project got the nod
from Verizon, to the tune of $50,000.
“This was my first grant for a project that was ‘mine.’
I was thrilled!” says Bavinger. “Lack of money would have
been a serious obstacle. Support from Verizon gives us the resources we need to do this project the right way, not cutting

corners, and hopefully make something of
real value to patients.”
“I was more of a midwife to this deal
than the actual parent,” says Williams,
adding that he’s excited to see medical students involved in groundbreaking research
so early in their education. The Verizon
support recognizes that many incoming
students are deeply aware of global health
issues; many, too, enter medical school
with extraordinary technological skills
— and a determination to hit the ground
running when it comes to research.
Of the experience with Verizon, Williams says, “It really opened my eyes to the
value of brokering relationships between
some of these great student projects and
outside organizations and donors. The
growth of telemedicine is exciting stuff
and a place we need to be growing. I fully
expect Clay and Fred’s project will move
forward and spawn other technology support as we get our feet wet.”
As for Bavinger and Howard, they’ve
wrapped up their second year of medical
school and, using the Verizon funding, are
manufacturing 100 lung sound devices. A
professional seamstress is crafting the vests,
while a U-M engineering lab is handling

the electronics.
Aware that once the notoriously challening third year
starts up in the fall, they won’t have a lot of spare time,
the duo recently brought on board some fresh students to
help keep the project going. The new students, including Matt Christensen, will be working directly with 100
patients — fitting them with the vests, teaching them how
to use them, then gathering and interpreting lung sounds
— as their 2013 summer project.
From a distance, their mentors watch with pride and satisfaction as the next generation takes confident steps forward.
“Teaching someone to be a scientist is more about guiding than directing,” says Burke. “Now, Clay and Fred know
way more about this project than I do. And I will be able
to work with equally intelligent students next year and the
year after that.
“The way I look at it,” he says, “this is what makes
teaching fun.” [M]
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transforming medicine through private giving

A Heritage of Philanthropy
The University of Michigan

Cardiovascular Center has been named
in honor of the late Samuel and Jean
Frankel, whose foundation provided
early support for the center’s innovative
model of caring for people with cardiovascular disease. On March 21, the U-M
Board of Regents approved the naming
to recognize the Frankels’ groundbreaking support of the center. Gifts from
the Frankels to advance health care and
culture at the U-M are among the most
generous in school history, and their
heritage of philanthropy has elevated
scholarship and culture worldwide.
A $25 million gift from the Samuel and
Jean Frankel Foundation to the U-M
Cardiovascular Center was announced
anonymously when the center opened in

Stanley Frankel (center) with (from
left) David Pinsky, Richard Prager,
Chief Administrative Officer Linda
Larin and Kim Eagle
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2007, and the naming marks the first time
the donor has been named publicly. That
gift offered immediate support for the
Cardiovascular Center’s clinical approach,
a model never before attempted by a
health care institution, which emphasizes
cooperation among health care providers
and puts patients and families first.
An additional $25 million was pledged
to recognize the center accomplishing
specific goals agreed upon by the donor
and leaders of the center. Pleased with
the success in meeting those goals, the
family has committed the latest gift.
“It is with enormous pride that we are
affiliated with Samuel and Jean Frankel,
whose belief allowed us to create a path
for others to follow,” says Ora Hirsch
Pescovitz, M.D., U-M executive vice

president for medical affairs and chief
executive officer of the Health System.
“The gift guarantees that innovative approaches to the diagnosis and
treatment of patients and families with
cardiovascular disease will continue
at Michigan and provide a national
model,” Pescovitz says.
Highlights of that model are patientand family-centered care, and cooperation, excellence and results in all areas
of the center’s operations: clinical care,
research and education.
The Samuel and Jean Frankel Cardiovascular Center’s four physician directors and chief administrative officer
call the gift an investment in the future
of health care. “Medical professionals
often work in the ‘silo’ of their own
specialty, partly because of tradition and
partly due to financial incentives that
encourage an ‘everyone-for-themselves’
mentality. The directors of the Frankel
Cardiovascular Center are striving to
change that, and prove that there is a
better way,” according to the leaders.
In addition to providing worldclass care for their own patients, CVC
members are leading efforts to improve
the quality of care for heart attack, heart
failure, heart surgery, angioplasty, stroke,
and peripheral arterial disease at numerous Michigan hospitals. Published results
of those efforts will enable doctors and
hospitals nationwide to learn from them.
The Frankel Cardiovascular Center
brings together all of the U-M Health
System’s specialists in preventing, treat-
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Cardiovascular Center named in honor of Samuel and Jean Frankel

Samuel and Jean Frankel

ing and studying heart disease, blood
vessel disorders and stroke — from cardiac surgeons and intensive-care nurses
to laboratory scientists, cardiologists
and heart-imaging specialists. Named
one of the nation’s top heart and
vascular centers by many organizations,
the 5-level facility includes operating
rooms, clinics, inpatient beds, and
indoor and outdoor healing gardens.
No matter where they are treated,
patients are cared for by teams that
include members of different medical
and surgical specialties — all working
together to determine the best course
of diagnostic testing, medication,
procedures, operations and preventive
strategies for each patient. This repre-

sents a change of culture for medicine
in that it emphasizes teamwork —
between health care providers, patients
and families.
The Frankels were generous donors
to the Center for Jewish Studies in the
College of Literature, Science, and the
Arts. The center was renamed the Jean
and Samuel Frankel Center for Judaic
Studies in recognition of their support.
Once students at LSA, Jean Frankel
(B.A. 1936) and her husband, longtime Detroit-area real estate developer
Samuel Frankel, provided funding in
2004 to create the Frankel Institute for
Advanced Judaic Studies, which was
the largest gift to LSA at the time.
“Jean and Samuel Frankel have made
a lasting impact on our university with
their generosity. Their deep support of
the CVC has had an equally profound
effect on the lives of patients and their
families, which makes their gift all the
more transformative,” says University
President Mary Sue Coleman, Ph.D.

In line with the donor’s vision, the
Frankel Cardiovascular Center will
continue to be led by a team. The four
directors — cardiologist Kim Eagle,
M.D.; cardiologist David Pinsky, M.D.;
cardiac surgeon Richard Prager, M.D.;
and vascular surgeon James Stanley,
M.D. – will ensure the gift is used to
further the CVC’s mission and vision.
Melvin Lester, M.D., special assistant to the U-M executive vice president for medical affairs, has served as
an advisor to UMHS leadership and
center directors on major gifts and
program planning.
“The ultimate test of the wisdom of
this venture is the Frankel Cardiovascular Center’s contribution to the improvement in the well-being of those
who are threatened by the world’s
leading cause of death: cardiovascular
disease,” Lester says. “We are poised
for this challenge and ready to make a
difference.” —SHANTELL KIRKENDOLL and WHITLEY HILL
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“The generous support

I’ve received from Dr. Mary Ann Cheng (M.D. 1988)
and Mr. Wesley Pittman has made me realize that the
very qualities admired in patient care — responsibility,
compassion and trust — are also those that are reflected
in building up the next generation of physicians to
uphold the Michigan tradition of excellence.”
—Medical student Yeohan Song, recipient of the Cheng-Pitman Scholarship
Phil Jenkins

To make a scholarship gift, contact B.J. Bess at 734-998-6044 or bjbess@umich.edu,
or use the envelope provided within this issue of Medicine at Michigan.
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Dancing a Marathon for Mott
This year’s University of
Michigan Dance Marathon was an extraordinary and record-breaking event
in ways one might not expect.
As if it weren’t enough that more
than 1,000 U-M students stayed on
their feet for 30 hours — from noon on
Saturday, April 6, to 4 p.m. the next
day — records were set for the most
high-fives in 60 seconds and the largest
number of people singing “I’m a Little
Teapot” at the same time. The dancers
also learned an intricate 15-minute line
dance over the course of the event,

which was held in the U-M Track and
Field Building.
In one dramatic moment, 7-yearold Emily Lickman, who has cerebral
palsy and uses a wheelchair to get
around, decided to get up on stage and
take her first steps: toward her Dance
Marathon team members.
Finally, at the stroke of 4 p.m.
on Sunday, there was surely another
record broken as 1,000 maize-andblue-clad backsides hit the floor in
happy unison for some well-deserved
downtime. When the dust settled, the

event had raised more than $517,000 to
support physical medicine and rehabilitation at C.S. Mott Children’s Hospital
— a new record for this hardworking
student organization.
Dance Marathon at the U-M traces
its roots back to 1997. Today, it is one of
the largest student-run charitable organizations on the U-M campus, raising
money for children’s rehab medicine at
C.S. Mott Children’s Hospital. Participating students work all year — organizing benefits, finding sponsors — to raise
a minimum of $300 each; most raise far
more. To date, Dance Marathon has
raised more than $1.5 million for Mott.
In addition to helping programs
such as the renowned Child Life
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jeff grooters

Executive Vice President for Medical Affairs and CEO of the U-M
Health System Ora Hirsch Pescovitz (center) practices her moves
with Dance Marathon students (from left) Monica Walls, Jasmine
Injejikian, Stephanie Exton and Michael Czerwinski.

Program, the Dance Marathon funds
special therapeutic programs designed
to help kids with disabilities have fun
while strengthening their bodies. Kids
in Motion, for example, is a weekly
dance and movement class led by a
physical therapist and a dance teacher
— with an emphasis on laughter.
Therapeutic martial arts classes and a
bowling club bring together children
with a variety of disabilities for fun
and exercise.
As to the dance itself, gone are the
days of catatonic coeds dragging each
other around, ignoring the rhythms
of a nodding band. Today’s Dance
Marathon is a high-intensity, intricately choreographed event that keeps
participants way too busy to even
think about sitting down.
“The dancers essentially dance for
30 hours,” says Jasmine Injejikian, this
year’s tireless marathon executive director and CEO. “They can’t sit down —
there aren’t any chairs!”
Instead, the crowd — which
includes students from virtually every
course of study on the U-M campus
— keeps moving, following the lead
of choreographers onstage. There are
massages and stretching machines, and
plenty of donated food. Best of all, the
kids Dance Marathon is so passionate about helping are the stars of the
show, playing games, meeting U-M
celebrities and just hanging out with
“their” marathoners. After the kids go
home on Saturday night, things move
into high gear with a rave through the
darkest hours. Virtually no one throws
in the towel.
Says Injejikian, “On Sunday morning, when you’re past the point of ex-

haustion, loopy, with your eyes glazed
over, the patients and their families
come back in.” That inspiration, she
says — remembering what it’s all for
— fires up the dancers for the last few
exhilarating hours.
Associate Vice President of Medical Development and Chief Development Officer for the Health System
Brian Lally observes: “They may not
think of themselves that way, but every

one of these remarkable young students is a donor to the Health System,
making a difference in children’s medicine and children’s lives. A million and
a half dollars? That is a truly significant
gift, and it’s helping so many kids at
Mott in so many ways. We are grateful
to the Dance Marathon. It’s a stellar
organization.” —WH
Watch a video about Dance Marathon at
medatmich.org/DanceUM.

Professorships Recently Inaugurated
The Josiah Macy Jr. Foundation,

in Orthopaedic Surgery. Established

the only national foundation solely

in part through gifts from alumni, col-

dedicated to improving the education

leagues, friends

of health professionals, established

and current

the Josiah Macy Jr. Professorship in

orthopaedic

Health Profes-

surgery faculty,

sions Educa-

the professor-

tion in the

ship recognizes

Medical School

Hensinger’s

in recognition

contributions

of the U-M’s
Josiah Macy Jr.

to medicine

dedication to

at the University of Michigan as a

excellence in

professor of surgery, head of the

medical educa-

Section of Orthopaedic Surgery,

tion. Joseph C. Kolars, M.D., who leads

and chair of the Department of

the Medical School’s accomplish-

Orthopaedic Surgery. Hensinger

ments in innovative medical educa-

currently is an emeritus professor

tion and global health partnerships as

and the William S. Smith Collegiate

senior associate dean for education

Professor of Orthopaedic Surgery.

and global initiatives, was installed as

Frances Farley, M.D., a professor of

the first Macy Professor on April 8.

orthopaedic surgery and chief of
pediatric orthopaedic surgery, as

The first pediatric orthopaedist at

well as associate surgeon-in-chief at

Michigan was honored April 10 with

C.S. Mott Children’s Hospital and Von

the inauguration of the Robert N.

Voigtlander Women’s Hospital, is the

Hensinger Collegiate Professorship

first Hensinger Professor. —RK
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Faculty honors & awards

Carol R. Bradford (M.D. 1982,

STeven M. Donn, M.D., professor of

in endocrinology, including science,

M.S. 1988, Residency 1992), the

pediatrics in the Division of Neonatal-

leadership, teaching and service.

Charles J. Krause, M.D., Collegiate

Perinatal Medicine at C.S. Mott Chil-

Professor of Otolaryngology and chair

dren’s Hospital, has been appointed

Celina G. Kleer, M.D. (Residency

of the Department of Otolaryngology-

editor-in chief of Seminars in Fetal

1999), the Harold Oberman Collegiate

Head and Neck Surgery, was the in-

& Neonatal Medicine, a bi-monthly

Professor of Pathology and director of

augural speaker for the Lee Ching Wu

review journal of interest to obstetri-

the U-M Breast Pathology Program,

Anderson, M.D., Women in Otolaryn-

cians, midwives and fetal medicine

is the recipient of the 2013 Ramzi

gology-Head and Neck Surgery Annual

specialists, published by Elsevier.

Cotran Young Investigator Award

Leadership Lecture at Johns Hopkins

Donn will set strategic editorial goals

from the United States and Canadian

Medicine in October 2012.

for the journal, identify appropriate

Academy of Pathology. This award

topics and authoritative guest editors,

was established to recognize a body of

Two U-M Medical School faculty

and work with guest editors and the

investigative work which has contrib-

members have been elected to the

publisher to achieve timely publica-

uted significantly to the diagnosis and

Institute of Medicine (IOM) of the

tion. He will also review final versions

understanding of human disease.

National Academies, one of the most

of peer-reviewed manuscripts prior to

prestigious honors in the field of

submission for publication.

Ralph B. Lydic, Ph.D., the Bert N.
LaDu Professor of Anesthesiology

medicine: John M. Carethers, M.D.
(Fellowship 1995), the John G. Searle

Gary D. Hammer, M.D., Ph.D., the Mil-

Research, professor of anesthesiol-

Professor and chair of the Depart-

lie Schembechler Professor of Adrenal

ogy, and of molecular and integrative

ment of Internal Medicine; and John

Cancer; professor of internal medicine,

physiology, was appointed to chair

O. DeLancey (M.D. 1977, Residency

of cell and developmental biology, and

the External Advisory Council of the

1981), the Norman F. Miller Professor

of molecular and integrative physiol-

National Space Biomedical Research

of Gynecology. Recognized as health

ogy; and director of the Center for Or-

Institute. He is also the recipient of the

leaders who have demonstrated

ganogenesis, received a 2013 Laureate

American Society of Anesthesiologists

outstanding professional achievement

Award from the Endocrine Society at its

2012 Excellence in Research Award.

and commitment to service, the two

annual meeting in June in San Francis-

join 48 past and present U-M faculty

co. The award was established in 1944

Christine C. Nelson, M.D., profes-

members also elected to the IOM.

to recognize the highest achievements

sor of ophthalmology and visual sci(continued on p. 42)
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Colin Duckett: “A huge lot of good will”

When molecular biochemist Colin Duckett,
Ph.D., was named the first program development director at
the U-M North Campus Research Complex, he worried the
role wouldn’t leave him time for his first love: his lab, where
he’s devoted his career to untangling genetic mysteries.
“No scientist gets trained for this kind of role,” he says. “Being program director at NCRC is a different job again. I’m still
trying to find the balance between this role and my research.
It’s a constant challenge, but a truly rewarding one.”
But that balance seems in place as Duckett speed-walks
a visitor through NCRC corridors, excitedly pointing out
change in progress. It’s moving-in day for seven labs joining
the Translational Oncology Program, designed to fast-track
discoveries in cancer research into new treatments. Elsewhere, Duckett points to where 19 new start-up companies
make their home.
During his postdoc years at the University of Chicago,
Duckett co-discovered the XIAP (X-Linked Inhibitor of Apoptosis) gene, one of whose functions is to
produce a protein that protects many cells, including immune cells, from apoptosis, or self-destruction.
But it was at Michigan that his work truly leapt from bench to bedside. A fellow in Duckett’s lab told him
about one of her patients, a toddler who had been repeatedly hospitalized with viral infections most kids recover from easily. The fellow diagnosed him with type 2 XLP — a genetic disease that develops from a mutation in the XIAP gene. Duckett met with the little boy. “It was a real eye-opener to meet a patient who
has an autoimmune disease because he has no XIAP gene,” he says. “His family is looking at me to cure
their son, but it’s such a vastly complex problem. I realized I couldn’t live in my ivory tower any more.”
Born in London, England, he developed his love of discovery from his godfather, a senior surveillance investigator at Scotland Yard. “We did experiments at the kitchen table — making radios, compasses, learning
about night imaging, firearms, ballistics, fingerprints, you name it. There were no real limits,” he says.
Science stuck. As an undergraduate at the University of London, he studied a group of HIV-positive patients whose virus developed resistance to the only available drug at the time, AZT. He continued research
into HIV/AIDS at Michigan in Gary Nabel’s lab, an experience he recalls as “a very big break.” Duckett was
working as an independent investigator at the National Cancer Institute when he was recruited to Michigan
in 2002 and named a Biological Sciences Scholar.
“It was a badge of honor,” Duckett recalls, adding that the other young scientists who were part of the
program that year have formed into “a tight-knit family” who often seek each other out for professional and
scientific advice. Many have gone on to leadership positions at Michigan.
When he’s not working to understand the molecular mechanisms of apoptosis regulation, Duckett’s
building an NCRC that thrums with curiosity, collaboration and discovery as scientists who never dreamed
they’d be sharing space with each other are suddenly neighbors who can pop across the hall for coffee and a
new, harebrained idea that just might cure a kid with a mutation on the XIAP gene.
“There’s a huge lot of good will here,” he says. “I’d be happy to stay here for the rest of my career.”
—WHITLEY HILL
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In 2012, the University of Michigan led the nation
with 19 scientists and engineers elected fellows
of the prestigious American Association for
the Advancement of Science (AAAS), including
10 from the U-M Medical School, listed below.
Founded in 1848, AAAS is the world’s largest
general scientific society and publisher of the
journal Science.

ences and of surgery, was the recipient

James Bardwell, Ph.D., professor of biological chemistry;

ogy in November 2012 in Chicago.

of the prestigious Wendell L. Hughes
Lecture Award from the American
Society of Ophthalmic Plastic and
Reconstructive Surgery. She delivered
her lecture, “From Bench to Bedside:
Genetics of Congenital Anophthalmia,”
at a joint meeting of the American
Academy of Ophthalmology and the
Asia-Pacific Academy of Ophthalmol-

Jason Gestwicki, Ph.D., former associate professor of pathology and of biological chemistry; Deborah L. Gumucio (Ph.D.

Richard L. Prager, M.D., (Residen-

1986), professor of cell and developmental biology; Paul Hol-

cies 1976 and 1978) chief of the Division

lenberg (Ph.D. 1969), the Maurice H. Seevers Collegiate Pro-

of Adult Cardiac Surgery, director of the

fessor and chair of the Department of Pharmacology; Ormond

Thoracic Surgery Residency Program

MacDougald, Ph.D., the John A. Faulkner Collegiate Professor

and a director of the U-M Cardiovascular

of Physiology, professor of molecular and integrative physiol-

Center, was named president-elect of

ogy and of internal medicine; Richard Miller, M.D., Ph.D.,

the Southern Thoracic Surgical Associa-

professor of pathology and research professor at the Institute of

tion at its annual meeting in November

Gerontology; Harry Mobley, Ph.D., the Frederick G. Novy Col-

2012. He recently served as medical

legiate Professor and chair of the Department of Microbiology

director for a national effort to improve

and Immunology; John Moran, Ph.D., the Gilbert S. Omenn

the safety of coronary bypass surgery

Collegiate Professor of Human Genetics and professor of

and leads the Quality Collaborative of

internal medicine; Jacques E. Nör, D.D.S, Ph.D., professor of

the Michigan Society of Thoracic and

otolaryngology-head and neck surgery; and Yi Sun, M.D., Ph.D.,

Cardiovascular Surgeons.

professor of radiation oncology.
Samuel M. Silver, M.D., Ph.D., assistant dean for research, professor of
internal medicine and associate medical director of the Medical School’s
Faculty Group Practice, was recognized by the American Society of Hematology with an Exemplary Service
Award, at the group’s annual meeting
in December 2012. He has served in a
variety of leadership roles within the
society, and has frequently carried
the group’s message to Capitol Hill,
meeting with members of Congress
and their staffs to discuss issues of
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concern to his colleagues. —GS

Faculty books & journals

The diagnosis of
food allergy is
complicated.
Living with
it can be
distressing to
patient and
family alike.
Your gift can help
give hope
to a child,
a parent,
a family member,
a friend.
To contribute to food allergy
research, education and
patient care at the U-M, call
734-998-7705 or visit
medatmich.org/
UMFoodAllergy.

in print

Edited by Rashid Bashshur, Ph.D.,

Edited by Pauline K. Park, M.D.,

director of the UMHS eHealth Cen-

associate professor of surgery and

ter: Telemedicine and e-Health, May

co-director of the Surgical Intensive

2013 edition. Mary Ann Liebert, Inc.,

Care Unit: Current Concepts in Adult

2013.

Critical Care, 2013 edition. Society of
Critical Care Medicine, 2013.

Edited by Joel K. Greenson (M.D.
1984), professor of pathology; Neil

By Alexandra Minna Stern, Ph.D.,

A. Shepard; Bryan F. Warren; Ger-

professor of obstetrics and gyne-

aint T. Williams; Gregory Y. Lauwers

cology: Telling Genes: The Story of

and Marco R. Novelli: Morson and

Genetic Counseling in America. The

Dawson’s Gastrointestinal Pathol-

Johns Hopkins University Press,

ogy, fifth edition. Wiley-Blackwell,

2012.

2012.
By Jonathan D. Trobe, M.D., profesBy Jon A. Jacobson, M.D., professor

sor of ophthalmology and visual

of radiology and director of the Divi-

sciences, of neuro-ophthalmology,

sion of Musculoskeletal Radiology:

and of neurosurgery: The Physician’s

Fundamentals of Musculoskeletal

Guide to Eye Care, fourth edition. The

Ultrasound, second edition. Elsevier,

American Academy of Ophthalmol-

2013.

ogy, 2012. —GS
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Class Notes

70s

Patrick R. Feehan

Medicine and Rehabilitation at the Uni-

(M.D. 1974, Residency

versity of Pittsburgh School of Medi-

1978), a dermatolo-

cine, director of Pitt’s Rehabilitation

gist in Lancaster,

Institute, and a physician-scientist at

Pennsylvania,

the VA Pittsburgh Healthcare System.

was recognized
by the Pennsylva-

James A. Bonner (M.D. 1990) was named

nia Academy of

president of the

Dermatology as

University of Ala-

“Dermatologist

bama Health Ser-

of the Year” at the

vices Foundation

Kelch

academy’s annual meeting in Septem-

for a three-year

ber 2012. A member of the academy for

term beginning

22 years, he has served in a variety of

October 1, 2012.

leadership roles. Feehan also is a senior

The foundation is a

member and CEO of Dermatology

non-profit physician group practice that

Associates of Lancaster, and has been

is dedicated to high-quality patient care.

chief of the Division of Dermatology at

Bonner is a member of the American

Lancaster General Hospital since 1991.

Head and Neck Society, Korean Society
of Head and Neck Oncology, and the
Italian Association of Head and Neck

80s

Raynard S. Kington

Oncology, and is a fellow of the Ameri-

(M.D. 1982) received

can Society for Radiation Oncology.

an honorary Doctor

of Laws degree and served as keynote
speaker for the U-M Ann Arbor campus
Winter Commencement in December
2012. Since 2010, Kington has served

00s

Eric D. Achtyes (M.D.
2003) is president-elect
of the Michigan Psy-

as president of Grinnell College, a

chiatric Society

premier liberal arts school known for its

for the 2012-13

academic rigor and socially-conscious

academic year,

mission. He is Grinnell’s first black

and will become

president, and one of only a few openly-

president the fol-

gay college presidents in the U.S.

lowing year. He is
a staff psychiatrist
and researcher

90s
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Michael L. Boninger,

holding appointments at Pine Rest

M.D. (Residency

Christian Mental Health Services and

1993), was elected to

Cherry Street Health Services in Grand

the prestigious Institute of Medicine at

Rapids. He also is director of the Division

its annual meeting in October 2012, in

of Psychiatry and Behavioral Medicine at

Washington, D.C. He is a professor and

the Michigan State University College of

chair of the Department of Physical

Human Medicine. —GS
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The U-M Medical Center
Alumni Society honored
three individuals for their
outstanding contributions to medicine at the
annual MCAS Awards
Dinner on April 20.
Norman W. Thompson (M.D.
1957, Residency
1962) received
the Distinguished
Achievement
Award, given to
alumni or faculty
members who
typify Michigan’s
excellence and bring credit to the
U-M through personal accomplishment and professional achievement.
Thompson is noted for his extraordinary contributions to the field of
endocrine surgery.
Asheesh Bedi (M.D. 2002, Residency 2007), the
Helen Gehring
Early Career Professor of Orthopaedic Surgery,
received the Early
Distinguished
Career Award,
recognizing his exemplary achievements in medicine during the initial
stage of his career.
Professor of surgery, international
medical education, microbiology, immunology,
and tropical medicine at George
Washington University, Glenn
W. Geelhoed
(M.D. 1968), received the Distinguished Service Award, recognizing
professional achievements and/or
humanitatian service to the welfare
of mankind.

Courtesy of the fred hutchinson cancer research center
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Larry Corey: The Science and Humanity of HIV

Lawrence Corey (M.D. 1971, Residency 1973)
was a young University of Washington virologist deeply involved in developing the first antiviral medication for genital
herpes. Over coffee one morning in 1981, he read about a
new disease that was probably sexually transmitted, likely
caused by an unknown virus — and fatal.
“The discovery did not frighten me at the time,” he
recalled in a Wall Street Journal article in 2011. “Our success
in developing safe antiviral medications gave me confidence
that we could find a treatment for this new disease.”
What Corey — and the rest of the world — couldn’t
have predicted was that the virus, HIV, would not be easily
vanquished. It would claim millions of lives and profoundly
affect medicine and social policy around the globe.
Today, Corey is a world-renowned expert in virology,
immunology and vaccine development. His research has led
to therapies that have significantly controlled the spread of
HIV and lessened the mortality rate of those infected by it.
“I was happy doing my herpes work, but when HIV was
discovered, I became the first head of the clinical trials group
that the NIH put together. That thrust me right into the
middle of the epidemic,” Corey says from his office at the
Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center in Seattle, where
he serves as president and director.
In the early years of the AIDS crisis, the effects of his
research were made manifest to him in his classroom at the
University of Washington. “One of my roles was to teach
the human virology course, and I taught my students about
HIV,” recalls Corey. “I didn’t want to teach just the science,
but the humanity too. So I brought in patients to talk about
their disease and the stigma HIV brought them, and had the
students shake their hands to get over fear of infection. I had
to bring in a new patient each year because the one from the
previous year had died.
“Then, as we developed antiretroviral regimens,” he says,
“the person (from the previous year) was still around — not
well, but around. Then we developed combination therapies and suddenly we could bring the same person back for
four or five years. Now, people with HIV can live four or
five decades.”

Larry Corey

Raised in Detroit, Corey desperately wanted to go to
Michigan and was thrilled to receive scholarship support
for his undergraduate and medical education. It was during
his intern year that a personal tragedy — the death of his
brother-in-law from Hodgkin’s disease — ignited a desire
to pursue research. That quest has brought him to the pinnacle of his field.
Corey serves as the principal investigator of the Hutchinson Center-based HIV Vaccine Trials Network, an international collaboration that combines clinical trials and
laboratory-based studies to accelerate the development of
HIV vaccines. Under Corey’s leadership, the network has
become a model for global collaborative research, involving
scientists in nine countries and clinical trial sites in 15.
For all his accomplishments, Corey takes the greatest
pride in his family. He and his wife, Amy Glasser Corey,
have three children and four granddaughters.
“The thing I enjoy most is being a grandparent,” Corey
says. “I have a lot of titles — endowed chair and president of
one of our country’s greatest cancer centers — but the only
one that’s not overrated is ‘Pappa.’ ” —WHITLEY HILL
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lives lived

Alumni

sor at the University of Illinois College

Verle E. Headings (M.D. 1964, Ph.D.

of Medicine at Rockford from 1971-89,

1970), of Harpers Ferry, Virginia, died

Richard R. Byrne (M.D. 1950,

and a clinical associate professor of

April 27, 2012. He was 77. In his more

Residency 1960), of Mequon, Wiscon-

medicine at Northwestern University

than 40-year career at Howard Univer-

sin, died November 11, 2011, at 82.

Medical School from 1965-89. Memo-

sity, he served as chair and director of

Byrne served as director of radiology

rial contributions to the U-M Medical

graduate studies, director of medical

at Milwaukee’s Columbia Hospital and

School may be sent to UMHS Develop-

genetics, chief of the Division of Medical

designed a new radiology department,

ment, 1000 Oakbrook Drive, Suite 100,

Genetics, director of the M.D./Ph.D.

which he served as chair from 1973-77.

Ann Arbor, MI 48104.

program, and as a clinical geneticist.

at Milwaukee’s former Trinity Hospital.

John (Jack) Finger (M.D. 1954, Resi-

Donald C. Liu, M.D. (Residency 1970),

He also was a clinical professor at the

dency 1964), of White Lake, Michigan,

of Chicago, died August 5, 2012, at age

Medical College of Wisconsin, and

died June 27, 2012. He was 83. He

50, while attempting to rescue two

served in leadership positions in the

served at Brooke Army Medical Center

children from Lake Michigan. The kids

American Thermographic Society.

in Fort Sam Houston, Texas, and was

made it back to shore. Liu was section

commanding officer of the 19th medi-

chief of pediatric surgery and surgeon-

Carol Pearson Carter (M.D. 1956), of

cal detachment, 7th U.S. Field Army,

in-chief at the University of Chicago’s

Detroit, died October 17, 2012, at age

in Stuttgart, Germany. He also served

Comer Children’s Hospital. From 1997-

80. She was the only African-American

as assistant chief of pathology at the

2001, he served as assistant professor

woman graduate in the Class of ’56.

VA Ann Arbor Healthcare System,

of surgery at Louisiana State University

After training in child and adolescent

assistant pathologist at St. Luke’s

School of Medicine and Children’s

psychiatry, Carter served as chief of

Hospital in Saginaw, Michigan, where

Hospital of New Orleans.

psychiatry at Wurtsmith Air Force Base

he was later named president of the

in northern Michigan, then as associate

senior medical staff, and was co-owner

Michael Pappo (M.D. 1957), of

professor at Wayne State University

of Midland Medical Center in Midland,

Singer Island, Florida, died November

School of Medicine, and chief of staff

Michigan. Memorial contributions to

18, 2012, at age 87. Born in Sarajevo,

at Havenwyck Hospital in Auburn Hills,

support forensic pathology at the U-M

Yugoslavia, he was a Holocaust survivor

Michigan. Memorial contributions to

may be sent to the Finger Fund, UMHS

who emigrated to the U.S. in 1951. An

the Fitzbutler Jones Scholarship Fund

Development, 1000 Oakbrook Drive,

advocate for better health care for

may be sent to UMHS Development,

Suite 100, Ann Arbor, MI 48104.

rural populations, he co-founded the

From 1977-88, he was chief of radiology

1000 Oakbrook Drive, Suite 100, Ann

Chelsea (Michigan) Medical Clinic,

Barbara Carnahan Fry (M.D. 1948),

which became Chelsea Community

of Friday Harbor, Washington, died May

Hospital. When he retired in 1978, he

22, 2012, at age 89. After earning her

donated his practice to the U-M, and it

Residency 1965),

bachelor’s and medical degrees from

became the original home of the U-M

of Coeur d’Alene,

the U-M, she specialized in obstetrics

Family Practice Center. Contributions

Idaho, died July

and gynecology.

to the Michael Pappo, M.D., Scholarship

Arbor, MI 48104.

Richard DeSwarte (M.D. 1957,

Fund in the U-M Department of Family

9, 2012, at age

46

80. A captain in

Richard M. Glasser (M.D. 1986,

Medicine may be sent to UMHS Devel-

the U.S. Army

Residency 1990), of Fort Myers, Florida,

opment, 1000 Oakbrook Drive, Suite

Medical Corps

died July 25, 2012, at age 52. After fin-

100, Ann Arbor, MI 48104.

from 1959-61,

ishing his residency at the U-M Kellogg

DeSwarte joined the Rockford (Illinois)

Eye Center, he moved to New York City

James W. Rae (M.D. 1943), of Leland,

Clinic in 1965 as its first full-time al-

to join the Center for Eye Care. Later,

Michigan, died January 7, 2013. He was

lergist, practicing there for 25 years

he practiced at Cape Coral (Florida)

95. After residency at the Mayo Clinic,

and serving as medical director from

Eye Center, Eye Centers of Florida, and

he was recruited to the U-M Medi-

1976-88. He was an associate profes-

Southwest Florida Eye Care.

cal School in 1950 to help found the
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Department of

fessorship in Plastic Surgery in the U-M

joined the U-M Department of Hu-

Physical Medicine

Department of Surgery. The Dingman

man Genetics as associate professor

and Rehabilita-

Professorship was named in memory of

in 1961 and remained active there for

tion. The depart-

his uncle, who is recognized as a pioneer

more than 50 years. Levine was deeply

ment’s first and

in plastic and reconstructive surgery at

committed to education and research.

only chair until

the U-M. Wallace also supported “Judy’s

A founder of the Graduate Program

his retirement in

Place,” a play area for children visiting

in Cellular and Molecular Biology, he

1975, he returned

the U-M Comprehensive Cancer Center.

served as its director from 1974-90. He

as interim chair until a successor was

was acting chair of the Department of

selected in 1977. The James W. Rae Col-

Human Genetics for three terms, and

legiate Professorship was established

Faculty

was honored with a U-M Distinguished
Faculty Award, the Distinguished Bio-

in the U-M Medical School in his honor.

David DeBiose, D.O., of East Lan-

medical Lecture Award and the annual

David Scott Rosen (M.D. 1984), of

sing, Michigan,

Ann Arbor, died February 11, 2013, at

died June 13,

age 54. Rosen completed residencies

2012. He was 57.

in pediatrics and internal medicine at

For the past 16

St. Louis University and a fellowship in

years, DeBiose

adolescent medicine at the University of

had served as a

Minnesota. He spent his entire profes-

clinical assistant

Michigan, died

sional career at the U-M Medical School

professor in the

December 28,

Myron Levine Lecture.

Friends
Albert F. Kessel, of Grand Blanc,

specializing in the treatment of eating

U-M Department of Radiation Oncol-

2012, at age 74.

disorders in adolescents. Donations in

ogy. He also was director of Radiation

“Big Al,” as he was

honor of Rosen can be made to the U-M

Oncology Alliance at McLaren Hospital

known, was the

Department of Pediatrics, 1000 Oak-

in Lansing, and was a clinical assistant

founder of Kessel

brook, Suite 100, Ann Arbor, MI 48104.

professor in the Michigan State Univer-

Food Markets,

sity Department of Radiology.

Douglas L. Wake (M.D. 1942), of

which served the
Flint, Saginaw and Bay City areas of

Sheboygan Falls, Wisconsin, died

Charles J. Krause, M.D., of Marco

Michigan from 1981-2000, and later

October 18, 2012, at age 95. He had a

Island, Florida, died February 7, 2013,

continued his retail career as an owner

brief yet remarkable career in the U.S.

at age 75. Krause served as chair of the

of numerous Save-A-Lot and Pet Sup-

Army Medical Corps during World War

U-M Department of Otolaryngology

plies Plus stores throughout Michigan.

II, where he volunteered for radiation

from 1977-92, remaining active on the

A passionate supporter of the U-M

hazard work and accompanied the

faculty until 2000. He also served as

Health System, his many close associa-

atomic bombs from Los Alamos, New

chief of clinical affairs, senior associ-

tions with faculty members resulted in

Mexico, to Nagasaki and Hiroshima, Ja-

ate dean at the Medical School and

the creation of the Kessel Endowed Vi-

pan. After being honorably discharged

senior associate hospital director. He

sion Research Fund, the Kessel Urology

as a captain, he practiced pediatrics in

was founding president of M-CARE, the

Research Fund, and the Kessel Leader-

Royal Oak, Michigan, for 37 years until

health plan formerly owned by the U-M.

ship Fund. He also supported the

his retirement in 1983.

Memorial contributions may be made

Depression Center and Department of

to the U-M Department of Otolaryngol-

Psychiatry; the Kim Eagle, M.D., Profes-

Donald B. Wallace (M.D. 1957), of

ogy, 1000 Oakbrook, Suite 100, Ann

sorship; and established a Hematologic

Palm Beach, Florida, died November 22,

Arbor, MI 48104, or www.med.umich.

Cancer Research Fund. His generosity

2012, at 81. In gratitude for financial sup-

edu/oto.

enabled the collection of art donated by
Warner Lambert/Parke Davis (Pfizer)

port he received as a medical student,
Wallace became a generous contributor

Myron Levine, Ph.D., of Ann Arbor,

to be displayed throughout the Health

to the Reed O. Dingman Collegiate Pro-

died December 12, 2012, at age 86. He

System and the university. —GS
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Constant Motivation
Matt Hartwell, from Brighton,

Michigan, is in his second year of
medical studies at the U-M. In 2004,
his younger brother, Eric, died at Mott
Children’s Hospital from a rare form of
leukemia. Eric was 9 years old.

Interview by Whitley Hill
Photo by J. Adrian Wylie

“

When Eric was in the hospital,
Dr. [Gregory] Yanik would come to do a
blood draw and Eric would charge him a
quarter. Dr. Yanik would just take it out and
give it to him. We thought that was a really
cool gesture.
“A few years after Eric died, I asked Dr.
Yanik if I could shadow him for a day. I was
pretty young. He hesitated to show me all
these heartbreaking cases, but he agreed.
That morning he talked to me about Eric’s
case and how it affected him and how it’s
hard when you get to know the patients and
their families. But by the end of that day I
was really excited and started looking for
colleges that would be a good launch pad.
“This summer, I’ll be doing research with
a couple bone marrow transplant doctors.
I have my own love of science, but Eric’s
death is a constant source of motivation to
keep studying.

”
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Make an Impact: Give to Michigan
People give in many ways and at many levels. A fourth-grader named Maya gave the last
three dollars of her Christmas money to help U-M cancer patients. The Frankel Family
Foundation gave $50 million to support a state-of-the-art cardiovascular center.
Annual and memorial gifts, planned trusts and bequests, endowed funds for scholarships,
research and faculty support — each gift advances our mission and every donor is an
important partner in creating the future of medicine.
To make a gift online, visit medicineatmichigan.org. For more information, call 800-468-3482.

